EQUIPMENT FOR
VENTILATION,
AIR CONDITIONING AND
REFRIGERATION

COORDINATES OF THE FUTURE
KORF is Russia’s largest manufacturer of ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment.
The Company creates climatic
systems of the highest class of efficiency, reliability and controllability.
Current KORF developments define the coordinates of future industry standards.
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WE THINK
GLOBALLY

WHEN WE BUILD OUR BUSINESS IN RUSSIA,
WE THINK ABOUT THE WHOLE PLANET.
WHEN WE CREATE A COMFORTABLE CLIMATE
IN A SEPARATE BUILDING, WE KEEP GLOBAL
CLIMATE ISSUES IN MIND.
OUR PRIORITY DEVELOPMENTS ARE ENERGYEFFICIENT SYSTEMS.
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ABOUT THE COMPANY

ABOUT THE COMPANY

KORF. SUCCESS FACTORS

KORF entered the Russian market
over 20 years ago.

Cutting-edge
developments

In 2000, the KORF plant was built in
the Moscow Region (Dzerzhinsky).

22%
85%
1500

6

To be a successful manufacturer means
constantly investing in development and
innovation, in the elaboration of new
products and new services.

TODAY, KORF PRODUCTS
OCCUPY 22% OF THE
RUSSIAN MARKET FOR
CLIMATIC EQUIPMENT.

85% OF THE MATERIALS
AND COMPONENTS FOR
OUR EQUIPMENT ARE
PRODUCED IN RUSSIA.

WWW.PO-KORF.RU

КORF

We work closely with our customers,
offering comprehensive technical and
information support in modern formats.

High-tech manufacturing

Team

The KORF plant means the latest highprecision machines, industrial robots,
automated metalworking lines and
impeccable manufacturing culture.

Talented engineers and designers, highly
qualified workers, managers, marketing
specialists, and logistics specialists are
all co-authors of KORF’s success.

Next to you

Philosophy of
responsibility

Our own plant in Russia, a wide network
of branches, cutting-edge logistics are
always close to our customers. This
means that deliveries and service are
always available in the shortest possible
time.

MORE THAN 1,500
SPECIALISTS IN
THE WORKING
AND ENGINEERING
PROFESSIONS WORK IN
THE COMPANY’S BUSINESS
UNITS ACROSS THE
COUNTRY.

Service as a strategy

We create jobs with high production
standards and implement cutting-edge
environmentally friendly technologies.

Quality as a priority

Scale and leadership

KORF equipment means a perfectly
calculated design, exceptional assembly
accuracy and a guarantee of reliable
operation under any conditions.

We have established a large international
marketing network covering all key
regions of Russia, as well as Belarus,
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.

| VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
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КОRF HISTORY

20

KORF builds a modern plant in
Dzerzhinsky near Moscow and
opens production of ventilation
equipment for rectangular ducts.
The production of automation
systems for controlling climatic
equipment starts.

YEARS OF
SUCCESS IN THE
RUSSIAN MARKET

KORF presents its own original
development to the Russian
market — a UTR central air
conditioner.
The production volume triples
that in 2001.

2000

2010

2005

2003

KORF enters the heat-insulated
equipment market, presents its
first AN central air conditioner to
Russian consumers.

The production of smoke
exhaust fans and pressurisation
fans is launched.

The Company opens up a new
market — firefighting equipment.

2007

The Dzerzhinsky plant begins
mass production of ventilation
equipment for round ducts.

A large climatic chamber for
industrial testing of powerful
chillers starts to operate at KORF
production facilities.

Production of precision air
conditioners is launched.

Production of units in explosionproof design starts.

A programme for automatic
online equipment selection —
KORF Selekt — is launched on
the company’s website.

2017

2019

2015

2011

KORF develops the refrigeration
equipment market: the company
sets up production of compressor
and condensing units at its plant.

2013

Production of water-cooling
machines (chillers) is launched.

2016

KORF expands its sales network
by opening new branches in the
regions with its own warehouses
and specialist staff.

2018

Production of special units for
swimming pools and ice arenas
with built-in refrigeration circuit
is launched.

2020

New versions of the KORF
corporate website and
equipment catalogue are
launched.
Cloud service for remote
dispatching of KORF
equipment — KORF
Kontrolle — is launched.

8
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CUTTING-EDGE DEVELOPMENTS

CUTTING-EDGE DEVELOPMENTS
Designed for Russia
All KORF equipment is designed to
operate in the Russian climate.
Seasonal temperature differences, heavy snowfalls,
the possibility of extreme frosts in winter or prolonged
heat in summer — all these are taken into account in
the design of our ventilation, air ¬conditioning and
refrigeration equipment. This equipment is designed
for long, uninterrupted operation and has proven its
effectiveness many times over. KORF climatic systems
have been installed at tens of thousands of sites.
The reliability of our equipment has been proven by
customers all over Russia.

KORF design office
The company’s own design office
is its intellectual resource and a
source of particular pride.
The international development team consists of topclass design engineers. They have two main tasks — to
create innovative products and to improve serial models.
In addition, the KORF design office develops customised
climatic equipment.

10

INTERNATIONAL TEAM
OF EXPERIENCED
ENGINEERS

RELIABLE OPERATION OF OUR
EQUIPMENT IN THE RUSSIAN
CLIMATE HAS BEEN PROVEN BY
CUSTOMERS ALL OVER RUSSIA

AUTOMATED
THREE-DIMENSIONAL
DESIGN

POSSIBILITY
OF TAILOR-MADE ORDERS

WWW.PO-KORF.RU
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HIGH-TECH MANUFACTURING

HIGH-TECH MANUFACTURING
Cutting-edge technologies
The KORF plant is a modern, stateof-the-art facility capable of setting
global industry standards.
By focusing on high-precision, fully automated
machines, KORF has set a high standard of productivity
and quality. Cutting-edge robotic manufacturing
enables the assembly of any climatic equipment in the
shortest possible time. By investing in innovation and
development, the company creates the conditions for
further technological growth.

Over the year, KORF
produces:

HIGH-PRECISION
MACHINES

12

INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS

AUTOMATIC
METALWORKING LINES

WWW.PO-KORF.RU

6 800

72 000

175 000 18 000

CENTRAL AIR
CONDITIONERS

UNITS OF EQUIPMENT
FOR ROUND DUCTS

UNITS OF EQUIPMENT
FOR RECTANGULAR
DUCTS

КORF

| VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

COMPONENTS OF
AUTOMATION AND
DISPATCHING SYSTEMS
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HIGH-TECH MANUFACTURING

THE WIDEST RANGE OF PRODUCTS

KORF — solutions for any facility

LARGE INDUSTRIAL
ENTERPRISES

>>metallurgy
>>petrochemical industry
>>defence industry
>>mining industry
>>food industry
>>mechanical engineering
>>power industry

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

>>business centres
>>shopping centres
>>administrative buildings
>>theatres
>>sports arenas
>>libraries

URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE
FACILITIES

>>network of clinics
>>cinemas
>>transfer hubs

The KORF product range is
sufficient to create ventilation,
air conditioning, refrigeration and
firefighting systems of any scale and
complexity.
KORF’s production capacities allow production of the
widest range of high-end climatic equipment. Therefore,
the company is able to fully equip any residential, public
or industrial building, international airport or stadium
with climatic systems in the shortest possible time.

14
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IT COMPANIES

SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

>>data processing centres
>>server rooms

>>cafe
>>restaurants
>>shops
>>fitness centres
>>beauty salons

>>large residential complexes
>>townhouses
>>private country houses

КORF
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CUTTING-EDGE DEVELOPMENTS

KORF EQUIPMENT OPERATES HERE

GUM TRADING HOUSE. Moscow, Russia
SALUTE CINEMA. Stavropol, Russia

16

KURUMOCH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

SMOLENSKIY BUSINESS-CENTRE

Samara, Russia

Saint Petersburg, Russia

KALASHNIKOV CONCERN JSC

LENINGRADSKIY RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

KRYSTALL ARENA ICE PALACE

Izhevsk, Russia

Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

Krasnoyarsk, Russia

WWW.PO-KORF.RU

КORF
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NEXT TO YOU

QUALITY AS A PRIORITY

NEXT TO YOU

QUALITY AS A PRIORITY
Close means fast
Our goal is to always be close to our
customers, wherever they are.
It is not an easy task to organise fast deliveries and
prompt service in the largest country in the world.
To solve this problem, KORF has opened a localised
production facility in Russia, built a modern warehouse
complex, established a wide network of branches across
the country and a cutting-edge logistics system.

‘We are next to you’ means that KORF equipment, spare
parts and technicians will arrive at your facility in the
shortest time possible. And in order to always be in
touch, we are developing remote services for consulting,
technical support and equipment dispatch.

Accuracy, reliability,
reputation
Customers trust the KORF brand
because they are confident in the
quality of our technology. For us,
quality is the main criterion for
success and a constant investment
target.
High-tech automated production ensures the reliability
of every part. Working in partnership with leading Russian
and international suppliers of materials and components,
we create equipment that meets customer expectations.
Equipment coming off the KORF conveyor is subject to
mandatory production testing.
The plant has a test stand for automation and a climatic
chamber for testing refrigeration equipment.
All KORF units have a strict quality management system
certified in accordance with the international standard
ISO 9001:2015.

45 000

All KORF equipment is certified and meets Russian
standards. Electronic versions of certificates are available
on our website www.po-korf.ru.

SQ. METRES IS THE TERRITORY
OF A WORLD-CLASS
INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE

18 000
22 000
18

THE HIGH QUALITY OF KORF
CLIMATIC EQUIPMENT
WAS RECOGNISED WITH
THE AWARD OF NP AVOK—

SQ. METRES
OF PRODUCTION SPACE

a non-profit partnership of engineers ‘Engineers in
Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, Heating Supply
and Building Thermal Physics’.

SQ. METRES
OF MODERN
WAREHOUSES

WWW.PO-KORF.RU

КORF
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SERVICE AS A STRATEGY

SERVICE AS A STRATEGY

EQUIPMENT SELECTION

PROJECT AUDIT

What equipment is ideal for your facility? Entrust
KORF engineers to find the best option in terms of
functionality, efficiency and ergonomics.

Send climatic system projects to KORF for technical
audits. Our experts will help you optimise your design
solutions and make them more reliable, ergonomic and
energy-efficient.

AUTOMATED SELECTION SOFTWARE

WORKSHOPS FOR DESIGNERS

If you need results as quickly as possible, visit our
website www.po-korf.ru and use the KORF SELECT online
software for automatic equipment selection.

The KORF Training Centre holds training workshops for
specialists in the design of building climatic systems.
Main topics: technologies for automated design of
ventilation, air conditioning and firefighting systems,
capabilities and specifics of KORF equipment, an overview
of industry trends and innovations.

CONSULTING

DESIGN

MODELS FOR COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN

KORF staff technical directors will provide you with expert
advice on ventilation, cooling, VKE systems, automation
and dispatching. Our intellectual potential is at your
service. Together we will find the most effective and
economically sound solutions.

Place an order for us to design your building’s climatic
system. The KORF design office designs ventilation, air
conditioning, refrigeration and firefighting systems as
well as innovative equipment dispatch systems.

Use the free KORF software modules for automated
design of building climatic systems. We have created
plugins for AutoCAD and virtual 3D modelling in the Revit
environment. KORF-BIM 2.0. and KORF-AutoCAD plugins are
available at www.po-korf.ru.

Support at the design stage
Innovations are not only new
products but also new opportunities
for customers.
KORF continuously invests in the development of
technical and information support channels. We strive to
ensure that customers feel comfortable interacting with
the KORF brand at all stages — when choosing, designing,
implementing, operating, monitoring and servicing.

20
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SERVICE AS A STRATEGY

After-sale support
KORF offers its customers a wide
range of support tools — from
classic to innovative.
You can count on KORF’s assistance in all phases
of equipment operation: from transportation and
installation to post-warranty service. In recent years,
in addition to traditional technical support services
(supervision, start-up, etc.), the company has been
developing digital remote control services for climatic
systems.

DISPA
T
OF CL CHING
IMATIC
SYSTE
MS

INSTALLATION AND START-UP

TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE

REMOTE DISPATCHING WITH KORF KONTROLLE

WARRANTIES

Invite KORF engineers to supervise installation and
commissioning. Our specialists will check the quality of
installation, help you configure the system parameters
and put it into operation.

The company has a technical support service: call the
hotline and specialists will prepare a detailed answer
to any question about setting up and operating KORF
equipment. Warranty and post-warranty service of our
equipment is provided by the official service centre —
Glavservis Group of Companies.

Entrust control to automation and save on operating
costs. KORF Kontrolle’s remote dispatching service
is suitable for managing the climatic systems of any
facility: from large-scale warehouse complexes and
shopping centres to spas and country houses. Connect
to the KORF Kontrolle cloud service and control climatic
equipment from your computer, tablet or smartphone
screen.

All KORF appliances have a standard three-year warranty.
Some items have an extended warranty for five years.
Customers have the opportunity to receive a five-year
warranty for all equipment produced by the KORF plant.
Your company can do this in three ways: the first is to
train your service engineers at the KORF centre, the
second is to connect the KORF Kontrolle remote dispatch
service, and the third is to enter into a contract for
supervision, commissioning and operation of equipment
with an official KORF service centre.

OFFICIAL SERVICE CENTRE FOR KORF
EQUIPMENT:
GLAVSERVIS GROUP OF COMPANIES
+7 (495) 748 04 16

KORF TOLL-FREE HOTLINE:
8 (800) 770-04-16
FOR MOSCOW AND THE MOSCOW
REGION:
+7 (495) 748-04-16

22
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TEAM

PHILOSOPHY OF RESPONSIBILITY

TEAM

PHILOSOPHY OF RESPONSIBILITY
Social responsibility

Environmental responsibility

KORF creates quality jobs that
are oriented towards the work
standards of tomorrow.

Cutting-edge technologies and high
production standards minimise the
impact on the environment.

The KORF plant is the backbone enterprise and the
most important employer in Dzerzhinsky. High-tech
production provides workers and engineers not only with
comfortable working conditions and interesting jobs but
also opportunities for professional growth.

The KORF plant in the Moscow Region has no sites with
toxic emissions into the atmosphere — it is a clean,
environmentally friendly production located within the
city limits.

By opening branches and business units in Russian
regions, KORF creates new jobs across the country.

Best specialists in the
industry
We were able to bring together a
team of highly qualified specialists
from the working and engineering
professions, and this was one of the
main factors in KORF’s success.

>1500

PEOPLE
WORK IN RUSSIAN BUSINESS
UNITS OF KORF

WHEN WE CREATE A
COMFORTABLE CLIMATE IN A
SEPARATE BUILDING, WE KEEP
GLOBAL CLIMATE ISSUES IN
MIND

The company employs remarkable professionals sincerely
committed to their work: equipment designers, software
developers, highly qualified operators of computerised
machines, experienced installers, as well as managers,
marketing specialists and logistics specialists.

24

KORF’s strategy is ‘To Be Sustainable at Work. Create
Eco-Friendly Products’. The Company is focused on the
development and production of energy-efficient climatic
equipment capable of performing its tasks with minimal
impact on the environment.

WWW.PO-KORF.RU
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SCALE AND LEADERSHIP

SCALE AND LEADERSHIP

We have established a large international sales network
and continue to expand it. The company’s business
units and branches operate in the largest cities of the
country. The network of distributors covers all key
regions of Russia, as well as Belarus, Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan.

IN EACH COUNTRY WHERE WE OPERATE WE AIM TO BECOME
AN INDUSTRY LEADER AND EXPERT IN QUALITY AND
TECHNOLOGY.

HEADQUARTERS
MOSCOW
REPRESENTATIVE
OFFICES
ALMATY
BELGOROD
VLADIVOSTOK

19

CREATING A NETWORK OF REGIONAL WAREHOUSES
OPTIMISE THE COST OF SHIPPING
OUR GOAL IS TO BE WHERE WE ARE NEEDED

BRANCHES AND
DIVISIONS

23

CITIES OF RUSSIA

4

COUNTRIES

VOLGOGRAD
VORONEZH
YEKATERINBURG
IRKUTSK
KAZAN
KRASNODAR
KRASNOYARSK

KALININGRAD

NIZHNY NOVGOROD
NOVOSIBIRSK

7

SAINT-PETERSBURG
MINSK
TVER

NUR-SULTAN
SAMARA
SAINT-PETERSBURG
SARATOV

DISTRIBUTORS

MOSCOW

TYUMEN
UFA
CHELYABINSK

BELGOROD

KHABAROVSK

VORONEZH
SARATOV
KRASNODAR

NIZHNY NOVGOROD
DISTRIBUTORS

KAZAN

KALININGRAD

PERM

VOLGOGRAD
SAMARA

UFA
CHELYABINSK

MINSK
PERM

YEKATERINBURG

TVER

TYUMEN

NOVOSIBIRSK
NUR-SULTAN

KRASNOYARSK

KHABAROVSK
IRKUTSK

REPRESENTATION

VLADIVOSTOK

DISTRIBUTOR

ALMATY

26
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CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS

CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS
Medical version

Explosion-proof equipment

ANR and UTR central air conditioners can be produced in
a special medical version. In this case, the inner sheets of
the panels are made of galvanised or stainless steel and
the fan section is equipped with an inspection glass and
lighting.

A special explosion-proof version has been developed for
KORF duct and noise-insulated equipment. In this version,
the automation and internal components are made of
materials that cannot produce sparks when in contact with
an explosive environment and therefore do not pose a risk
of explosion of the gases being transported.
Such equipment is typically used in the oil and gas and
chemical industries, as well as other industries where
explosive mixed gases may be among the products
processed.

The medical version of KORF air conditioners meets the
requirements of current regulatory documents (GOST) and
is suitable for installation in healthcare institutions of
Russia and other Eurasian Economic Union countries.

All Korf explosion-proof equipment
has the appropriate certificates.

Outdoor and indoor versions

Earthquake-resistant design

KORF offers special design solutions for various installation
and operation conditions — indoors or outdoors. This
option allows customers to choose the optimal design
without having to pay for extra options.

The regions of our country differ not only in climate but
also in seismic activity. In some parts of the North Caucasus,
the Far East and southern Siberia, earthquake intensity
can reach 8–10 on a 12–point macroseismic scale. Even
in the densely populated European part of Russia, there
are areas where earthquake shocks of 6–7 magnitude are
recorded regularly.

KORF technology has been designed
with the climatic peculiarities of
Russia in mind and is capable of
operating in a wide range of ambient
air temperatures.

28

In an effort to meet all market
requirements, KORF has developed
special earthquake-resistant
equipment featuring a reinforced
housing structure.

WWW.PO-KORF.RU
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

MORE TECHNICAL SUPPORT TOOLS

Select equipment online
With the help of unique online
software, KORF clients can
independently create sets of climatic
equipment for their facilities.

Ask questions
Innovations are not only new products, but also new
opportunities for customers. KORF is committed to
maximising technical and information support channels.
All types of consulting are available to our clients: by
correspondence, online consultation or by answering
questions through the hotline.

We like to answer customers’
questions: communication is always
an exchange of experience that
enriches both sides.

The software is available at any time. Visit www.po-korf.
ru from your computer or mobile device, enter the initial
parameters and get a professional and reliable calculation
in just a few seconds. In this case, the software will offer
you a couple of possible solution options.

The software allows you to create, edit and store projects for
any system — ventilation, refrigeration or fire protection.
Convenient navigation and a clear presentation of data
make the selection process simple, fast and comfortable.
And if you have any questions, you can immediately
address them to our specialists: the software is integrated
with online consulting services.

KORF’S ONLINE EQUIPMENT SELECTION SERVICE IS BASED ON THREE PRINCIPLES:
COMPLETENESS OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION
HIGH ACCURACY OF CALCULATIONS
REGULAR UPDATE

Engage our consultants

Design in 3D

The KORF project department helps customers find nonstandard solutions in difficult situations. For example,
to integrate modern climatic systems into the design of
historic buildings or to design ventilation for facilities with
higher air quality requirements.

Designers can access 3D models of any equipment
produced under the KORF brand. Download our models in
popular formats and create high-quality state-of-the-art
projects that will impress your customers and partners.

30
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Use new design technologies

Get to know KORF better

The application of BIM technology creates a lot of
additional opportunities to work with the facility after
construction, during the operation phase. Users receive
constant access to the necessary information about the
facility, prevention and effective elimination of problems
that arise. The standards, materials and calculations laid
down during the creation of the model, all the working
documentation and other necessary information help
make the right manag¬ement decisions, taking into
account all the data about the facility.

There is nothing better than personal acquaintance. This
is why we always invite new customers and partners to
take a tour of the KORF workshops. After seeing the plant
with your own eyes, you will be able to understand our
principles, technologies and capabilities better.

The families unloaded from the online selection software
contain all the necessary variables to perform automated
calculations and draw up specifications.

We have developed special training
programmes for SPECIALISTS of
design, installation and operating
companies. Workshops and
presentations of new products can
take place both at the plant and in
your office.

ONLINE SELECTION SOFTWARE. AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF FAMILIES:
PO-KORF.RU/BIM

BIM technology is the creation of an information model
of a building that not only contains a visualisation of
the facility but also makes it possible to collect all data
about it: from sketches to engineering calculations and
data on construction materials.

Improve your skills
The company has its own Training Centre, whose employees
organise training for the customer’s maintenance services,
service and installation organisations for the maintenance
of KORF brand equipment.

THE PROGRAMME OF THE WORKSHOP INVOLVES
OBTAINING KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS IN
MAINTENANCE, AS WELL AS ENSURING AND
MAINTAINING THE PROPER CONDITION OF KORF
EQUIPMENT.

Upon completion of training and
certification, the company receives
a certificate that entitles it to an
extended five-year warranty for all
equipment produced by the KORF
plant.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE TRAINING
CENTRE:
WWW.INTELLEKT-INGINIRING.RU
8 (495) 660-08-41

The training involves employees from the holding’s
own service department. Highly qualified employees,
using their many years of experience, help the workshop
participants acquire the necessary knowledge and skills
that can then be applied successfully in practice.

32
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CREATING A
COMFORTABLE
ATMOSPHERE

BEING INNOVATIVE MEANS BEING USEFUL. WE
ADOPT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES TO MAKE PEOPLE’S DAILY LIVES BETTER. WE ARE WHERE WE ARE
NEEDED: WE CREATE A COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
FOR LIVING, WORKING AND RELAXING.

2
HEAT-INSULATED
EQUIPMENT

2

HEAT-INSULATED
EQUIPMENT

MPU MINI AIR HANDLING UNITS
Technical specifications

MPU MINI AIR HANDLING UNITS

>> MPU air handling units in seven sizes
with a capacity from 400 to 3,800 m3/h.

Design features

>> Transported air temperature ranges
from -40 to +40 °C.

>> Overheating protection with two
integrated thermostats to ensure safe
and reliable operation of electric heaters.

>> Designed for ventilation of small
rooms.
>> Represent fully pre-fabricated
ventilation units that provide filtration,
supply of fresh air to rooms and removal
of contaminated air.
>> Low power consumption thanks to
highly efficient fan opposed blades
installed directly on the motor shaft.

>> The heat exchange surface of water
heaters is made of aluminium plates and
staggered copper tubes passing through
them.
>> Models 400–1600 feature single-row
heat exchangers, models 2200–3800
feature double-row heat exchangers.

>> The impeller is made of galvanised
steel sheet.
>> integrated automation system with
remote control support

>> Compact asynchronous singlephase motors with an external rotor
(models 400–1,100) and three-phase
asynchronous motors (models 1,600–
3,800) are used as fan actuators.
>> The units feature a compact and
lightweight design.

>> models 400–1600 feature a circular
duct connection, models 2200–3800 —
a rectangular duct connection

>> sturdy aluminium section frame
profile connected by plastic corner
elements, providing a rigid structure
of the unit

>> heat energy from the air is
transferred to the supply air
through a plate recuperator or
rotary regenerator; heat recovery:
regeneration up to 85%, crossrecovery up to 70%

>> primary filter 62 is used as a
coarse filter in the inlet parts of the
unit, cassette filter F7 is used as a
fine filter; cassette filter 63 is used
in the exhaust part of the unit; a coal
cassette filter is optionally available

35 mm

>> Heat recovery: regeneration up to 85%,
cross-recovery up to 70%.
>> Easy and convenient indoor
installation.
>> Easy to maintain — removable service
panels.
>> heat- and sound-insulating 3-layer
sandwich panels with a thickness of
35 mm

Air flow capacity
MPU 3800
MPU 2900
MPU 2200

>> removable panels are attached to
the frame using a special aluminium
profile

MPU 1600
MPU 1100
MPU 700
MPU 400
500

Air-supply part

36

1000

1500

Exhaust part

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

Air flow, m /h
3
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HEAT-INSULATED
EQUIPMENT

UTR AND UNR CENTRAL UNITS
Technical specifications

AIR HANDLING UNITS UTR TYPE
>> UTR modular insulated units in eight
standard sizes with capacity from 500 to
10,900 m3/h.
>> Transported air temperature ranges
from -45 to +40 °C.
>> Ability to operate at outdoor
temperatures down to -60 °C.

>> Heat- and noise-insulated housing.

>> Unit structure flexibility: a set of
individual units allowing any necessary
configuration.

>> High operating reliability.

AIR HANDLING UNITS ANR
& ANP TYPE

>> KORF’s central sectional air
conditioners are represented by two
ranges: ANR central units and ANP central
units.
>> ANR central sectional air conditioners
in ten standard sizes with a capacity
ranging from 3,500 to 150,000 m3/h.

>> Special medical design.
>> Heat recovery: regeneration of up to
85%, cross-recovery up to 70%.

>> ANP central sectional air conditioners
in seven standard sizes with a capacity
ranging from 6,000 to 90,000 m3/h.
>> Ability to operate at outdoor
temperatures down to -60 °C.

25 mm
>> lightweight, durable
aluminium frame profile
connected by plastic corner
elements

>> heat- and soundproofing three-layer
sandwich panels with a thickness of 25
mm: two galvanised steel sheets with a
lightweight polyurethane foam filler that
effectively reduces noise and heat losses
and gives the housing greater strength and
rigidity compared to mineral wool

>> Heat recovery: regeneration up to 85%,
recovery up to 70%.
>> Unit versions: outdoor and indoor.
>> Unit structure flexibility: a set of
individual or combined units allowing
any necessary configuration.
>> medical design: internal
panel sheet made from
stainless steel, fan section
provided with a viewing glass
and lighting

>> Heat- and noise-insulated housing.
>> High reliability.
>> Easy maintenance.

Air flow capacity of ANR units (aspect ratio of sections is 1 to 1)
ANR 45
ANR 40
ANR 35
ANR 30
ANR 25
ANR 20

>> compact design of the fan section with a
backup motor that does not affect the unit
dimensions

>> easy connection of units to the
duct system using end panels

ANR 12
ANR 8
ANR 7

Air flow capacity

ANR 6
10 000

100-50

20 000

30 000

40 000

50 000

60 000

70 000

80 000

90 000

100 000

110 000

120 000

130 000

140 000

150 000

Air flow capacity of ANR units (aspect ratio of sections is 2 to 1)

90-50

ANP 36

80-50

ANP 31
ANP 24

70-40

ANP 23

60-35

ANP 21

60-30

ANP 18
ANP 10

50-30

ANP 8.1
50-25

ANP 7.1
1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10 000

11 000

ANP 6.1
10 000

Air handling units with heating, cooling, and heat recovery
Air handling units
Exhaust units

38

20 000

30 000

40 000

50 000

60 000

70 000

80 000

90 000

100 000

Air handling units with heating, cooling, and heat recovery
Air handling units
Exhaust units
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HEAT-INSULATED
EQUIPMENT

ANR AND ANP CENTRAL UNITS
Technical specifications

Medical air handling unit

Winterised version of air
conditioners

>> The medical versions of KORF central
air-conditioning units are manufactured
for medical institutions, pharmaceutical
plants and other organisations with
special air quality requirements.

>> The housing is made of galvanised
steel sheet, swivel blades are made of
aluminium profile.
>> The tubular heating elements are
located at the points of blade junction
and exclude the possibility of their
freezing to each other and to the flap
body.

>> Fan sections are equipped with
polycarbonate viewing windows and
backlight lamps.
>> The medical version of the air
conditioners can be manufactured in two
variants:

>> Connection terminals of tubular
electric heaters are routed into a
mounting box located on the side surface
of the flap body.

— internal parts of sections made of
galvanised steel;

>> Terminal box protection class: IP54.

— internal parts of sections made of
stainless steel.

Outdoor air handling unit

Fan sections with a backup
motor

>> KORF outdoor central air conditioners
are equipped with:

>> Compact design of the fan section with
a backup motor that does not affect the
unit dimensions.

— a cover made of galvanised sheet
metal to protect the sections from
atmospheric precipitation;
— an air intake shield equipped with a
steel mesh on the outside air side.

>> The well-designed placement of
the backup and main motors in the
same housing ensures easy and quick
replacement.

>> An actuated flap in outdoor version
UTR air conditioners is located in the air
intake section.

>> Continuous operation of the unit owing
to the fan section design with a backup
motor.

>> In ANR and ANP outdoor air
conditioners, the air flap actuator is
covered with a galvanised sheet steel
casing.

40
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HEAT-INSULATED
EQUIPMENT

ANR AND ANP CENTRAL UNITS
Technical specifications

AIR HANDLING UNIT ANR TYPE
>> sturdy aluminium section frame
profile connected by plastic
corner elements, providing a rigid
unit structure

>>> internal elements do not load the light
housing of the air conditioner, but directly
transfer the load to the sturdy steel base
frame owing to the special design

AIR HANDLING UNIT ANP TYPE
>>connection of functional units to each
other using special brackets; sealing of
inter-section joints with special rubber
seals

>> sealing of removable panels is
ensured with a soft-edge plastic
profile

>>ANR units have an aspect ratio of 1 to 2, which is
a huge advantage when placing units in low ceiling
areas

>> removable service panels are
equipped with handles

>> heat-insulating and soundproof threelayer sandwich panels with a thickness
of 45 mm: two galvanised steel sheets
with a lightweight polyurethane foam
filler that effectively reduces noise
and heat losses and gives the housing
greater strength and rigidity compared
to mineral wool

>> fixation of sandwich panels in
the ‘E’-shaped grooves of the
aluminium profile gives additional
stiffness to the frame and
improves the appearance of the air
conditioner

>> load-bearing frame with special
openings for moving and easy
installation

Plate recuperator
section

Cellular humidification
section

Steam humidifier with
submersible electrodes

Rotary regenerator section

Nozzle humidification section

Gas heating section

>> Two types of sections depending on
the direction of supply and exhaust air
movement: R1 (counter motion of flows)
and R3 (unidirectional motion of flows).

>> High efficiency of adiabatic
humidification with circulating water due
to the large area of water evaporating
from the surface of the cells.

>> Highly efficient humidification with
water vapour.

>> Reduction in energy costs through the
use of heat from exhaust air (up to 85%
efficiency of heat recovery).

>> High efficiency (up to 94% efficiency)
owing to the use of gas burners with twostage or modulated performance control.

>> Reduction in energy costs through the
use of heat from exhaust air (up to 70%
efficiency of heat recovery).

>> Rated humidification efficiency: 85 and
95%.

>> High efficiency of adiabatic
humidification with circulating water
(efficiency up to 95%) is ensured by
reciprocal spraying of water with two
rows of nozzles (first row — in the air
flow, second row — against the air flow).

>> Wide range of steam capacity — from
0.6 to 130 kg/h.

Regenerators are represented by three
classes of efficiency:
>> standard (up to 75%)

>> Wide capacity range — from 10 to 1,200
kW (up to 3,000 kW if necessary).

>> M1 — efficient (up to 80%);
>> M2 — highly efficient (up to 85%).

42
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WE TAKE INTO
ACCOUNT SPECIFIC
CIRCUMSTANCES

SPECIFIC CIRCUMSTANCES REQUIRE A SPECIFIC APPROACH. HOW TO PROTECT WATER PARK EQUIPMENT
FROM HIGH HUMIDITY? IS IT POSSIBLE TO MAINTAIN
ICE QUALITY IN THE ARENA AND AT THE SAME TIME
TO ENSURE THE COMFORT OF SPECTATORS? SET US A
TASK AND WE WILL FIND A SOLUTION.

3

SPECIAL-PURPOSE AND
EXPLOSION-PROOF
EQUIPMENT

3

SPECIAL-PURPOSE AND
EXPLOSION-PROOF
EQUIPMENT

ANR TOP ductless units
Technical specifications

ANR TOP DUCTLESS UNITS
45 mm

>> ANR TOP ductless roof air conditioners
are supply and exhaust air handling units,
designed for use in high single-storey
buildings.

>> heat-insulating and soundproof
three-layer sandwich panels with a
thickness of 45 mm: two galvanised
steel sheets with a lightweight
polyurethane foam filler that
effectively reduces noise and heat
losses and gives the housing greater
strength and rigidity compared to
mineral wool

>> 4 standard sizes: 30, 60, 80, 120.
>> Transported air temperature ranges from
-40 to +40 °C.
>> Placement category U1.

>> removable service panels are
equipped with handles

>> sturdy aluminium section frame
profile connected by plastic corner
elements, providing a rigid unit
structure

>> Placement in structures with ceiling
heights of 6 m or higher.
>> Maximum ceiling height for use in the
air heating mode (DT = 20 °C) — 13 metres
(diffuser level).
>> The unit can operate with a snow cover
height of up to 500 mm.
>> It is possible to use normally-seated fans
with AC motors or fans with EC powerwheels.
>> No air ducts — reduced cost of design
and installation work.
>> No indoor ventilation chambers required.

>> fixation of sandwich panels in the
‘E’-shaped grooves of the aluminium
profile gives additional stiffness to the
frame and improves the appearance
of the air conditioner

>> Zonal maintenance of microclimate
parameters.
>> removable panels are sealed with a
special seal around the perimeter

>> Maintenance does not require stopping
the entire ventilation system.

>> heat exchanger connections
do not extend beyond the
section boundaries

>> load-bearing frame with special
openings for moving and easy
installation

>> swirl diffuser is automatically
regulated according to the air inlet
parameters

Air flow capacity
Units with recuperator/
regenerator
Units without recuperator/
regenerator

ANR TOP 120
ANR TOP 80
ANR TOP 60
ANR TOP 30
2000

46
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8000

10 000

12 000

14 000

16 000

18 000
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SPECIAL-PURPOSE AND
EXPLOSION-PROOF
EQUIPMENT

ANR TOP ductless units
Technical specifications

UTR-POOL, ANP-POOL EQUIPMENT FOR
POOLS AND WATER PARKS
>> 9 unit sizes, minimum air flow for one
unit is 1,500 m3/h, maximum flow is 33,000
m3/h.
>> Automatic switching between modes
of operation is triggered by an outdoor
temperature sensor.
>> High efficiency of heat recovery through
the use of three stages of heat recovery:
plate recuperator, mixing chamber,
integrated heat pump.

ANP-ICE EQUIPMENT FOR COVERED ICE RINKS AND ICE
ARENAS

>> The integrated refrigeration machine
has three levels of high-pressure
protection, two levels of low-pressure
protection, evaporator freeze protection,
full refrigerant receiver, cold start function
with condensing pressure regulation.

>> Corrosion-resistant design: all internal
unit elements, heat exchanger housing,
fixing elements are made of stainless
steel or powder painted; heat exchanger
blades and a recuperator are coated with a
protective varnish.

>> Maintaining specified temperature and
relative humidity in indoor pool or water
park premises.

>> The use of heat recovery units
significantly reduces operating costs.

>> 5 unit sizes, minimum air flow for one
unit is 6,000 m3/h, maximum flow is
30,000 m3/h.

>> Utilisation of heat and cold of the
exhaust air.
>> High efficiency of outdoor air
dehumidification through the use of an
integrated refrigeration machine.

>> Automatic switching between modes
of operation is triggered by an outdoor
temperature sensor.

>> A function of recirculation with CO2
sensor.

>> Maintaining the specified temperature
and relative humidity in the indoor ice
rink or ice arena spaces.

has three levels of high-pressure
protection, two levels of low-pressure
protection, evaporator freeze
protection and a liquid linear receiver
to compensate for the filling of the
refrigerant circuit under different
operating conditions.

>> The integrated refrigeration machine

>> Utilisation of latent heat of exhaust air.
>> filter-cleaner at the suction line with the possibility
of replacing the filter insert with an acid-proof one
>> plate recuperator with protective anti-corrosion
coating

>>3 stages of refrigeration capacity adjustment
>> low pressure oil return system

>> built-in refrigeration machine
control cabinet

>> components that may require replacement are cut
off by shut-off valves

>> liquid refrigerant subcooler
increases compressor capacity
up to 20%

>> heat exchangers
with protective
anti-corrosion
coating

>> condenser for use in
supply air cooling mode

>> unit elements are coated with powder paint
or made of stainless steel, including the
fixing elements and heat exchanger frame

>> built-in refrigeration machine

>> air damper system to change the
direction of supply and extract air flow
for cooling and dehumidifying outdoor air
before it is supplied to the pool premises

Air flow capacity

UTR POOL 70-40
UTR POOL 60-35
UTR POOL 50-30

48

>> electronic expansion valve

>> air valve system for year-round recirculation with
CO2 sensor without reducing the efficiency of the
regenerator and the refrigeration machine

Air flow capacity

UTR POOL 90-50

1000

>> dehumidification of supply air up
to 5 g/kg during a warm period

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000
Air flow, m3/h

ANP POOL 23

ANP-ICE 24

ANP POOL 18

ANP-ICE 23

ANP POOL 10

ANP-ICE 18

ANP POOL 71

ANP-ICE 10

ANP POOL 61

ANP-ICE 71
5000

9000

13 000

17 000

21 000

25 000

29 000 33 000
Air flow, m3/h

WWW.PO-KORF.RU

5000

7500

10 000

12 500

15 000

17 500

20 000

22 500

25 000

27 500

30 000
Air flow, m3/h
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SPECIAL-PURPOSE AND
EXPLOSION-PROOF
EQUIPMENT

Explosion-proof air conditioners
Available product lines

EXPLOSION-PROOF LINES
ANR-EX, ANP-EX central air conditioners

>> Explosion-proof design of equipment
ensures the safety of use in explosive
environments and outdoor installations.
>> Explosion-proof equipment has
certificates of compliance for electrical
and non-electrical components to
operate in potentially explosive
atmospheres per TR CU 012/2011.

Roof fans

>> pocket filter that does not
accumulate static electricity

>> Wide range of explosion-proof versions
of equipment: rectangular duct product
line, UTR-EX, ANR-EX, ANP-EX central air
conditioners, free-standing roof, axial,
and radial fans.
>> The explosion-proof equipment
belongs to Class II per GOST R 30852.02002 (IEC 60079-0:1998) — it is intended
for use in hazardous places with
explosive gas environments (except
for underground mine shafts and their
surface structures).

>> corners made of
special plastic

>> The explosion-proof version of the
equipment has a high level of explosion
protection (Gb) (provides the required
level of explosion protection and
functioning in normal operating mode
with one recognised probable damage),
which allows its operation in zone 1.

>> flexible insert made of
anti-static material

>> fan with inlet delivery pipe and
special design impeller, explosionproof electric motor

UTR-EX central air conditioner

Axial fans

>> special air valve with
explosion-proof actuator

>> cooler with aluminium
drip pan

>> silencer with protection against static
electricity accumulation

Rectangular duct product line

50

Radial fans

>> painted aluminium
frame profile

>> plate recuperator with special valve with
explosion-proof actuator and aluminium
drip pan

Explosion-proof automation components
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SPECIAL-PURPOSE AND
EXPLOSION-PROOF
EQUIPMENT

Forced ventilation equipment

GENERAL INDUSTRIAL AND
CUSTOMISED FANS
KDS roof fan with side discharge

KDV roof fan with upward
discharge

OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES

KLR radial fan

>> Design variant: explosion-proof.
>> Special design: corrosion-, acid-, and
heat-resistant.
>> High corrosion resistance of the used
galvanised steel due to the use of metal
that has been galvanised directly at the
steel plant.

GMK roof curb.
GMK-U insulated roof curb

>> Unique tubular load-bearing structure of
the housing providing high strength and
rigidity of the fan.

>> 12 standard sizes with air flow ranging
from 1,500 to 100,000 m3/h.

>> Installation outside the premises
to be serviced and outside the area of
permanent human presence.
>> Fan structure:
— free fan impeller with opposed blades;
— toroidal inlet nozzle (collector);
— octahedral housing;
— electric motor.

>> High design reliability:

>> Climatic version U2, UKhL2 and T2 per
GOST 15150.

— connection of all components without
using electric arc welding;

>> For placement per category U1, UKhL1
and T1, the following has to be applied:

— no weld fractures caused by vibrations,
temperature differences, etc.

— PTA motor casing (optional);
— KVZ safety valve (optional) if necessary.

>> Possibility of connecting both round and
square air ducts at the inlet.

>> > Structural design category: M3.

>> Static pressure up to 2,100 Pa.

>> 12 standard sizes with air flow ranging
from 700 to 100,000 m3/h.

>> 12 standard sizes with air flow ranging
from 700 to 100,000 m3/h.

>> Static pressure up to 2,100 Pa.

>> Static pressure up to 2,100 Pa.

>> Climatic version U1, UKhL1 and T1 per
GOST 15150.

>> Climatic version U1, UKhL1 and T1 per
GOST 15150.

>> Structural design category: M3.

>> Structural design category: M3.

>> Design variant: explosion-proof.

>> Design variant: explosion-proof.

>> Special design: corrosion-, acid-, and
heat-resistant.

>> Special design: corrosion-, acid-, and
heat-resistant.

ASK roof curb adapter

52

RK pallet

KVZ safety valve

CLKR flexible round insert

CLKV flexible round insert

CVK backstroke valve for roof fan

CLPR flexible rectangular insert

PTA motor casing

DO vibration isolators
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WE PROPOSE
THE SOLUTIONS

WE HAVE A SOLUTION FOR ANY FACILITY. KORF DUCT
EQUIPMENT FITS INTO THE COMPLEX GEOMETRY
OF MODERN AND HISTORIC BUILDINGS. THANKS
TO CLEVER DESIGN, OUR SYSTEMS CAN BE EASILY
INSTALLED EVEN IN CONFINED SPACES.

4
DUCT
EQUIPMENT

4

DUCT EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT FOR ROUND DUCTS
Technical specifications

EQUIPMENT FOR ROUND DUCTS

EQUIPMENT FOR RECTANGULAR DUCTS
>> fan protection using an
integrated thermal switch

>> fan protection using an
integrated thermal switch
>> the product line of round duct
equipment is presented in six
standard sizes with a capacity from
50 to 1,600 m3/hour

>> sleeve connections, quick and tight
installation

>> wide range of electric
heater capacities — from
3 to 60 kW

>> heat recovery with
efficiency up to 70%

>> installation in any position and
confined space

>> can be equipped with a set of
automatic equipment

>> ability to adjust performance by
changing voltage

>> large selection of components

>> the product line of
rectangular duct equipment is
represented in ten standard
sizes with a capacity of 200 to
14,000 m3/h

>> always in stock

>> wide selection of fans in every
standard size

>> can be equipped with a set of
automatic equipment

>> always in stock

>> large selection of components

>> wide range of electric
heating capacities from 0.5
to 18 kW
>> calculation and obtaining of the
necessary information with the help
of a convenient selection software

>> plastic housing — less
noise, no corrosion,
aesthetic appearance

>> installation in any position and
confined space

Air flow capacity
WRW 100-50
WRW 90-50

Air flow capacity

WRW 80-50
WRW 70-40

WNK 315

WRW 60-35

WNK 250

WRW 60-30

WNK 200

WRW 50-30

WNK 160

WRW 50-25

WNK 125

WRW 40-20

WNK 100
100

200

300

400

Air handling units with cooling and heating
Water-heated air handling units
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500

600

700

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1300

1400

1500

1600

1000

2000

3000

4000

Air handling units with cooling and heating
Water-heated air handling units

Electric-heated air handling units
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5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10 000

11 000

12 000

13 000

Electric-heated air handling units
Exhaust units
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DUCT EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT FOR RECTANGULAR DUCTS

KW fans

GTK roof curbs

>> 7 standard sizes, air flow is up to 20,000
m3/h.

>> Available in 7 standard sizes.

>> Outdoor version.
>> Long service life (over 50,000 hours).
>> Impeller with opposed blades.
>> Housing made of galvanised steel
sheet.
>> Single-phase and three-phase electric
motors with external rotor and high
ohmic resistance.
>> Reliable motor overheating protection
with integrated thermal switches.

FN axial fans

>> Roof curbs are designed for installing
roof fans on the roof of a building.
Available in standard and silenced
versions.
>> Silenced roof curbs have integrated
noise reduction plates.

>> All roof curbs are heat-insulated.
>> Version with wall panel (FN...Q) or duct
ring (FN...F).

>> Installation on flat and sloping roof
types in a horizontal position. The
rotation axis of the motor is in a vertical
position.

Design features

>> Protection of premises from cold air.

>> The motor is located in front of the heat
exchanger, this design ensures better
heat removal and greater productivity.

>> Height or length of the opening to be
covered is from 2 to 5 m.

>> When required, non-standard versions
can be produced for installation on
inclined surfaces.

HAF backstroke valves

Key benefits

>> 4 standard sizes, air flow is up to 9,100
m3/h.

>> Vertical or horizontal placement.

>> Insulation class IP54.

>> Obtaining any characteristics using a
frequency or transformer regulator.

ZBT-W air-heat curtains

>> Protection of premises from cold air.

>> Roof curbs are installed on a horizontal
surface.

>> Operating temperature range of the
transported air: from -30 to +40 °C.

PWZ-C industrial air curtains
based on WNP series fans

>> Impeller is made of die-cast aluminium.
Half-moon-shaped design of impeller
blades (significant reduction in fan
sound power level).

>> Vertical and horizontal placement.
>> In summer, it can be operated without
heating to protect against outdoor heat,
dust and insects.

>> Area of the opening covered by a single
curtain is not more than 16 m2.

>> Broad possible uses of curtains for 1 to
2-metre opening and a range of up to 4
metres.

>> Three types of curtains: water-heated,
electric-heated and non-heated.

>> Efficient use in premises where a set
temperature has to be maintained.

>> 1 and 1.5 m long slit sections and air
intake grille made of galvanised steel
sheet.

>> External wired remote control.
>> Fan operation in two modes.
>> Contains no environmentally hazardous
materials.
>> Elegant design.
>> High operating reliability.

>> Single-phase and three-phase
asynchronous electric motors with
external rotor.

>> Efficient copper-aluminium heat
exchanger, operating temperature is up to
150 °C, pressure is up to 16 bar.
>> The specially designed process chamber
developed in cooperation with PUNKER
Corporation (Germany) produces a
stabilised laminar air flow.
>> Impeller by PUNKER (Germany).
>> Powerful and efficient electric motor.
>> Possibility of turning the heat
exchanger (if necessary, to arrange the
nozzles on the other side of the housing).
>> Possibility of hanging on mounting
studs.
>> Possibility of connecting a single-phase
pump and solenoid valve.

>> Reliable motor overheating protection
with integrated thermal switches.
>> Insulation class: IP54.
>> Operating temperature range of the
transported air: from -30 to +40 °C.
>> Obtaining any characteristics using a
frequency or transformer regulator.

>> Backstroke valves are designed for
installation on the suction side of the fan
to prevent backdraught for installation
with a roof curb.

58
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WE KEEP YOUR
COMFORT AND
SAFETY

EVERY YEAR, THE REQUIREMENTS FOR BUILDING FIRE
SAFETY SYSTEMS ARE STEADILY INCREASING. WE GO
WITH THE TIMES AND OUR PRODUCT LINE KEEPS PACE
WITH MARKET NEEDS.

5
FIREFIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

5

FIREFIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

FIREFIGHTING VENTILATION EQUIPMENT

SMOKE EXHAUST AND PRESSURISATION FANS
KDS roof-mounted smoke
exhaust fan with side discharge

KSO axial pressurisation fan

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

KLR radial smoke exhaust fan

>> 12 standard sizes with air flow ranging
from 1,500 to 100,000 m3/h.

>> 11 standard sizes with air flow ranging
from 1,500 to 120,000 m3/h.

>> 12 standard sizes with air flow ranging
from 1,500 to 100,000 m3/h.

>> Static pressure up to 2,100 Pa.

>> Static pressure up to 1,400 Pa.

>> Static pressure up to 2,100 Pa.

>> Transportation of gases with
temperatures up to 400 or 600 °C for 120
min.

>> Transportation of the gas-air mixture
with temperatures from -40 to +60 °С.

>> Transportation of gases with
temperatures up to 400 or 600 °C for 120
min.

>> Design variant: explosion-proof,
corrosion- and acid-resistant.
>> The fan is designed to operate in
smoke exhaust mode.

>> Fans are suitable for use with or
without a short duct network.
>> A lightweight impeller with polyamide
blades with a given angle of rotation is
mounted directly on the shaft of a threephase asynchronous electric motor.
>> Non-welded uniform flange and
housing structure with an internal
motorised plate.

KDV roof-mounted smoke
exhaust fan with upward
discharge

62

KSP roof-mounted axial
pressurisation fan

>> Design variant: explosion-proof,
corrosion- and acid-resistant.

GMK roof curb.
GMK-U heat-insulated
roof curb

RK pallet

Backstroke valve
for CVK-A axial
pressurisation fan

IFKC flexible round insert

PVK protective shield
with mesh

BPK base plate set

CVN round backstroke
valve

ASK roof curb adapter

CLKR flexible round
insert

KVZ safety valve

CLKV flexible square
insert

CLPR flexible rectangular
insert

PTA motor casing

DO vibration isolators

>> Unique tubular load-bearing structure
of the housing providing high strength
and rigidity of the fan.
>> High design reliability:
— connection of all components without
using electric arc welding;
— no weld fractures caused by vibrations,
temperature differences, etc.
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FIREFIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

FIREFIGHTING VENTILATION EQUIPMENT
Round fire dampers
Rectangular fire dampers

ROUND FIRE DAMPERS
>> Three versions in terms of fire
resistance: 60, 90 and 120 minutes.
>> A wide range of design options and a
variety of complete sets.

RECTANGULAR FIRE DAMPERS

>> Wide range of standard sizes.

>> Easy maintenance.

>> Structural housing version: single-unit.

>> Supplied complete with
electromagnetic or electromechanical
actuator.

>> Compliance with all necessary
requirements.

>> Three versions in terms of fire
resistance: 60, 90 and 120 minutes.

>> Compliance with all necessary
requirements.

>> A wide range of design options and a
variety of complete sets.

>> Compact design.
>> Wide range of standard sizes.

>> Easy maintenance.
>> Supplied complete with
electromagnetic or electromechanical
actuator.

>> Compact design.

>> sleeve connection: quick and tight installation

>> valves are equipped with
maintenance hatches

>> rectangular or square cross-section of the
valve with connecting flanges

>> high tightness of the
closed valve due to a
special thermoactive
seal around the blade
circumference

>> high tightness of the closed valve due to a
special thermoactive seal around the blade
circumference

SMOKE DAMPERS
>> Universal design — use as normally
open (fire retardant) or normally closed
(smoke exhaust) valves.
>> Certification in the manner prescribed
by law.
>> Use in accordance with the
requirements of SP7.13130.2013 and
SP60.13330.2016.
>> Climatic version and placement
category: UZ per GOST 15150-69
(ambient air temperature: from -20 to
+40 °С, direct exposure to atmospheric
precipitation is not allowed).
>> Wide range of standard sizes.
>> Reduced thickness of the structure.

>> Use in supply and exhaust smoke
extraction ventilation systems.

>> High tightness due to a special
thermoactive seal around the blade
circumference that expands under high
temperatures.

>> Fire resistance limit in smoke exhaust E
90 valve mode.

>> Fabricated with connection flanges or
nipple seals.
>> Equipped with maintenance hatches.
>> Assembled valve complete with
electromagnetic or electromechanical
actuators locate in protective casing.
>> Possibility of equipping the actuators
for normally open valves with a
temperature-sensitive element — a
temperature sensor that backs up the
automatic valve actuation in the event
of a fire.

>> Reduced thickness of the structure.
>> Housing and swivel blade made of
galvanised steel sheet.

>> Certification in the manner prescribed
by law.

>> Structural design: wall-type with one
connection flange and duct-type with
two connection flanges.

>> Use in accordance with the
requirements of SP7.13130.2013 and
SP60.13330.2016.

>> Assembled valve complete with
electromagnetic or electromechanical
actuators located inside the housing.

>> Climatic version and placement
category: UZ per GOST 15150-69
(ambient air temperature: from -20 to
+40 °С, direct exposure to atmospheric
precipitation is not allowed).

>> The servo drive can be placed outside
the valve body in the duct-type version.

>> Wide range of standard sizes.
Production of large-size valves in the
form of cassettes.

>> The electromechanical actuator is
located on the left side, while the
electromagnetic actuator — on the left
side or on top in case of the horizontal
orientation of the valve axis of rotation.

>> Housing made of galvanised sheet
steel, swivel blade made of refractory
material.
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FIREFIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

MODERNISING
THE MANAGEMENT
CONCEPT

ENGINEERING SYSTEMS MUST BECOME MORE MANAGEABLE AND CONTROLLED. FOLLOWING THIS PRINCIPLE, KORF CONTINUES TO IMPROVE THE CONTROL
AND DISPATCHING UNITS. THE NEW GENERATION OF
AUTOMATION IS ALREADY BEING TESTED ON OUR TEST
STAND.

6
AUTOMATION AND
DISPATCHING
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AUTOMATION AND
DISPATCHING

CONTROL UNITS
Technical specifications

CONTROL UNITS

CHU-V-R fan switchboards

CHU-DU smoke exhaust fan
switchboards

Air curtain switchboards
(CH-PWZ-W and CH-PWZ-E)

>> Fan control with frequency converter.

>> Launch and protection of three-phase
smoke exhaust fans (380 V).

>> Integrated management of industrial
air and heat curtains.

>> Control of a redundant fan with a
frequency converter.

>> Control of power circuits
(communication lines).
>> Built-in automatic load transfer (ALT).
>> Front panel indication of power supply
to the switchboard, operation/accident,
automatic shutdown, fire alarm. Ability
to add audible alarms and tamper
protection.

Design features
>> Controlling air supply and air handling
units.
>> High accuracy of pre-set parameter
maintenance, operating stability and
safety.
>> Proportional-integral and cascade
regulation of temperature parameters.
>> Supply air temperature step control
when using electric heaters of more than
9 kW by means of a sectional connection
to a control unit (two sections).
>> Combination of controller, relay and
power part in a single housing to control
fans, electric heaters (up to 45 kW) and
pumps.
>> Connection of electric heaters with the
total power up to 60 kW.

68

>> Delay in switching off the supply fan
when working with an electric heater.
>> Control and protection of various fans.
>> Control and protection of a heating
water circulating pump.
>> Control and protection of electric
heaters.

CHU-OKL fire damper
switchboards

CHU-V fan switchboards

>> Manual or automatic control of fire
retardant valves and an indication of
valve position.

>> Launch and protection of three-phase
fans (380 V) not equipped with thermal
switches (or thermistors).

>> Control of frequency regulators and
fan control panels for 3R, 1R units
>> Power supply for sensors, signal
circuits, and servos.
>> Electrical insulation class: II.
>> Indoor installation. Permissible air
temperature: from 0 to +50 °C. Distance
from the unit is up to 50 m. Vertical
installation.
>> Connection of a signal from an external
fire alarm system is provided for.
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AUTOMATION AND
DISPATCHING

CONTROL AND MONITORING TOOLS

CONTROL AND MONITORING INSTRUMENTS
STDT 16 and SET-10B safety
relays

PZT soft start device

>> Protection and launch of three-phase
(STDT 16) and single-phase (SET-10V)
motors with integrated thermal switches.

>> Soft start of the 4–45 kW fan motor
(power supply switching between wye
and delta circuits).

>> Thermal and electromagnetic shortcircuit protection.

>> Operation with motors that can
change the supply voltage (380/660 V or
400/690 V).

>> It is possible to connect several fans
to one relay as long as the total current
of all motors does not exceed the rated
current of the safety relay.

th-Tune remote control device

SUR and SURP mixing units

>> Automatic adaptation to the motor—
motor parameter measurement for
optimum control.

>> Three-position (SUR) or smooth (SURP)
control.

>> Heating agent: water or non-freezing
mixtures.

>> If the supply water temperature
is above +110 °C, the mixing units in
reverse configuration, the return water
temperature, in this case, must not
exceed 110 °C.

>> Installation at the minimum distance
from the heater. Horizontal position of
the pump shaft during installation.

RTF remote control device

>> Joint operation with CHUT, CHU CR and
CHU type control units.

>> LCP removable control panel (built-in
when delivered for VL-A) and NEMA set.

>> Remote switching on/off the air
handling unit.

>> Electronic thermal relay, protection of
three-phase fan motors against overload,
short-circuit, phase loss.

>> Indication of operating modes and
alarms.

>> PID controller.

>> Maximum allowable pressure is 1 MPa,
minimum operating pressure is 20 kPa.

>> Inputs for external control.

>> Remote change of set temperature in the
range from +5 to +35 °C.

RTY electronic speed controllers

VL-A and FC-101P frequency
speed controllers

>> Relay output.

TI
RIDT9SRelectronic
speed
KT htiw rellortnoc deeps naf latigid cinortcelE
controllers

TER-9 digital thermostat
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gniyrav yb srotom elballortnoc egatlov )zH 06 / 05 - CAV 042—011( esahp -elgnis
ylppus rewop citamotua edivorp srellortnoc SRTI ehT .egatlov deilppus eht
nepo( ON ,noitcetorp gnitaehrevo rotom rof )KT( stcatnoc lamreht ,noitceted
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KP capillary thermostats

Temperature sensors
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>> For wall and concealed installation.

>> Automatic power supply detection.

>> Remote control of the room
temperature.

>> Supply voltage: 230 V (AC)/50 Hz.

>> The possibility to connect motor
thermal
switches.
esu fo aerA

CAV 052 H A 51,3 F

5,1

TD-51-9SRTI

CAV 052 H A 0,5 F

0,3
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XAM
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TD-0019SRTI
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>> Motor protection against overheating.
smetsys noitalitnev ni srotom elballortnoc egatlov fo lortnoc deeps naF •
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>> Operation and alarm indicator.

0
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>> Backlit switch.
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>> Mounting by means of mounting
brackets on the surface of the heat
exchanger on the air outlet side.

>> Two temperature inputs and two outputs
with a changeover contact.

>> Freon evaporator is protected by
winding a capillary tube onto the
refrigerant outlet pipe.

>> Shock-resistant white plastic housing.
>> Two-wire terminal connection.
>> Maximum permissible relative air
humidity: 95%.

>> High measurement and analysis accuracy
ensured by two microprocessors.

NIM

]s[ ,t

0
emit noitarud trats tfoS

WWW.PO-KORF.RU
61 / 60 / 03 - 000-NE-SRTI-SD

>> Operating options: one thermostat, two
independent thermostats, differential
thermostat or two-level thermostat.

>> Display of settings and measured values
on the LCD display.

NIM

]s[ ,t

edom trats tfoS

>> Built-in temperature sensor.

ARK

snoitidnoc tneibmA

evruc lortnoC

>> Remote on/off.

>> Wall and concealed installation.

ytidimuh .leR

]%[ tuoU

>> Speed control of single-phase motors
by gradual change in voltage supply.

>> Operation/alarm indication.

erutarepmeT

]A[ ,tnerruc .xam detaR

>> Speed control of single-phase motors
by gradual change in voltage supply.

>> Maximum ambient temperature: +35
°C.

dradnats noitcetorP

C° 53—02)gnisnednoc-non( Hr % 59—5

smargaid lanoitarepO

>> Used in conjunction with с.pCO mini
programmable controllers.
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CONTROL AND MONITORING TOOLS

QFA room hydrostat

DVL differential pressure
sensors

RAK-TW attachable thermostat

Three-way VXP 45.10 saddletype valves

SSB 61 three-way saddle type
valve actuator

VRG 131 three-way rotary
valves

>> C
 ontrol of relative humidity in the room
(from 30% to 100%).

>> PVC mounting base with transparent
plastic cover.

>> Shock-resistant plastic housing.

>> Male thread.

>> Fastening with a clamp.

>> Plastic housing.

>> Closed microswitch with a changeover
contact.

>> Heating/cooling agent: water or nonfreezing mixtures.

>> Valve control with threaded connection
and stem stroke of 5.5 mm (VXP type).

>> Mixing or separating of water flows
(non-freezing mixtures). Control by
turning the stem.

>> Control method: on/off.

>> Opening/closing time: 75 sec.
>> Rated force: 200 N.

>> Installation in any position. Threaded
connection.
>> Heating/cooling agent: water or nonfreezing mixtures.

KTR-40 room thermostat

CO2/VOC QPA sensors

Air Damper Actuators

3F-type three-way rotary
valves

HD three-way rotary valve
actuators

DAB circulation pumps with wet
rotor

>> Plastic housing.

>> Quantitative assessment of the degree
of air saturation with carbon dioxide and
other impurities.

>> Quiet gearing with trip and overload
protection for life.

>> Mixing or separating of water flows
(non-freezing mixtures).

>> HD actuators: VRG and 3F rotary mixer
valve control.

>> Monoblock version of the pump.

>> Control by turning the stem.

>> Indicator of the current valve position.

>> Two-pole asynchronous motor with wet
rotor.

>> Installation in any position.

>> LED indication of the rotational
direction.

>> Heating agent: water or non-freezing
mixtures.

>> Use in wet premises.
>> Indoor wall mounting.

>> Shock-resistant plastic housing.

>> Flange connection.
>> Heating/cooling agent: water or nonfreezing mixtures.
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>> No damage if the valve is blocked.
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AUTOMATION AND
DISPATCHING

KORF KONTROLLE DISPATCHING
SERVICE

EVERYTHING IS UNDER
CONTROL

KORF KONTROLLE DISPATCHING
SERVICE

KORF KONTROLLE
SERVICE PACKAGE
INSTALLATION OF THE
DISPATCHING SYSTEM

MONITORING OF INSTALLATION
AND COMMISSIONING RESULTS

INS

TA
L
E
SY DIS LATIO
ST
EM PATC N OF
HIN
G
TH

KORF Kontrolle is a new automatic
dispatching service designed to
effectively control climatic systems.

ENERGY SAVING AND ENERGY
EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT

24/7 SMART MONITORING

DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS
AND STORAGE

EVERYTHING IS UNDER CONTROL

REMOTE SYSTEM CONTROL

EXTENDED 5-YEAR WARRANTY
INSTALLATION
CONTROL

74

SETUP
CONTROL

LAUNCH
CONTROL

EQUIPMENT
CONTROL

CLIMATE
CONTROL

COST
CONTROL

WWW.PO-KORF.RU

EXTENDED SERVICE LIFE OF THE
EQUIPMENT AND A DISCOUNT ON
MAINTENANCE
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KORF KONTROLLE DISPATCHING
SERVICE

AUTOMATION AND
DISPATCHING

EVERYTHING IS UNDER
CONTROL

2

TWO OPTIONS FOR THE KORF KONTROLLE SERVICE AT THE SITE:
1. CLOUD DISPATCHING

2. LOCAL DISPATCHING

BASED ON INTEGRATED С.РСО CONTROLLERS.

BASED ON BOSS HARDWARE.

1

Local dispatching
The local version of the KORF Kontrolle service is based on a boss
server with an integrated SCADA system. This option is ideal for
facilities equipped with a large number of controllers.
Controllers installed in the climate system control units are connected to the boss server
via Modbus RS485 or Modbus TCP/IP protocols. Dispatching can be carried out either
locally (without an Internet connection) or with the possibility of remote access from any
computer or mobile device connected to the worldwide network.

Cloud dispatching
The KORF Kontrolle server communicates in real time with c.pCO type controllers
installed on climatic equipment.

ADVANTAGES:

Cloud dispatching is the best option if there are no more than 15
controllers at the site.

>>the possibility of integrating third-party equipment
>>storing all data on the boss server hard disk
>>processing up to 3,500 variables (setpoints, temperature, humidity, etc.)
>>built-in Wi-Fi for deploying a local network and organising access to the system from various

CON TR OL L E R S OF CL I M ATI C EQU I P M E N T

devices

>>the use of additional external panels

CLOU D S E RV E R
CHILLERS

PRECISION AIR CONDITIONERS

ADVANTAGES:

VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
SYSTEM CONTROLLERS

>>installation and launch in one day
>>easy connection to the cloud
>>controllers are integrated with a simple internet cable connection
>>remote setting up, checking and launching the system
>>remote updating of applications of С.РСО controllers
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DISPATCHING

KORF KONTROLLE DISPATCHING
SERVICE

EVERYTHING IS UNDER
CONTROL

INS
TH TALL
SY E DIS ATION
ST
P
EM ATC OF
HIN
G

Control of installation and
commissioning results

Improved energy
efficiency

According to our data, more than 30% of the
existing climatic systems do not reach their
design parameters. The main reasons are
design, installation, or startup errors.

Get the most out of your equipment with
minimal energy consumption.

Keep up to date with everything
that is happening with your climatic
system 24/7.

KORF Kontrolle automatically selects the most energyefficient operating modes, which significantly reduces
energy costs.

HOW DOES SMART MONITORING FROM KORF KONTROLLE WORK:

The KORF Kontrolle service will help identify the
source of problems remotely. There is no need to call
a representative of the manufacturer or technical
supervision to understand the reasons for the incorrect
operation of the system. This way you will be able to save
money during commissioning. And this is only the first of
many opportunities offered by KORF Kontrolle.

RESULT:
Your climatic system has been tested and
brought to design parameters. You are
confident of the quality of installation and
commissioning.

78

Smart monitoring

ENERGY AUDIT WITH KORF KONTROLLE:

>>data analysis
>>development of climatic system settings options
>>correct and precise configuration of each piece of equipment
for the most efficient operating mode

WWW.PO-KORF.RU

KORF KONTROLLE —
YOUR DIGITAL DISPATCHER IS
ALWAYS ON DUTY

>>remote verification of the performance of each piece of equipment
>>diagnosis of fault causes
>>sending real-time and scheduled notices
>>automatic notification of emergency situations
>>alarm management
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DISPATCHING

KORF KONTROLLE DISPATCHING
SERVICE

EVERYTHING IS UNDER
CONTROL

Data collection, analysis and
storage
KORF Kontrolle offers a wide
range of opportunities to analyse
the technical and economic
performance of equipment, as well
as to study the impact of external
factors on its operation.

Remote system control
With the KORF Kontrolle service, you can
control the climate at your facility from
anywhere in the world. You always have
complete information about the operation
and maintenance of equipment, no matter
where you are.
You will be able to adjust equipment work schedules
remotely on daily and seasonal schedules or to control
the operation of the system through functional diagrams.

INSTALL
ATION OF
THE DISP
ATCHING
SYSTEM

KORF KONTROLLE MEANS:

>>дaccess from any device connected to the Internet
>>ergonomic Russian-language interface
>>possibility of customising the user interface
>>automatic notification via SMS or email
>>voice notification about accidents with recommendations for
their rectification*

TOOLS FOR EFFECTIVE DATA MANAGEMENT
IMPLEMENTED IN KORF KONTROLLE:

>>real-time reading and writing of metrics
>>archiving and storing data about all emergency

situations with recording the time of tripping and
alarm acknowledgement
>>arrangement of archived data
>>processing a large amount of data at any time and
in any section
>>real-time parameter graphs
>>presentation of archived data in the form of tables or
graphs
>>data export

FOR A CLOUD SERVICE:

2

2 YEARS OF DATA
STORAGE
>>possibility to recover lost information
>>possibility of increasing the shelf life

KORF KONTROLLE GUARANTEES USERS A
STABLE CONNECTION. THE SYSTEM HAS SEVERAL SOLUTIONS FOR THIS PURPOSE:

>>device accessibility monitoring
>>off-line testing of controllers’ performance
>>automatic checking of connected devices for correct

KORF KONTROLLE — A
DISPATCHING OFFICE IN YOUR
POCKET

interaction

>>diagnostics according to a set schedule
>>automatic generation of an alarm to notify of data
transmission problems**

* Free for the first year.
** Once the connection is re-established, you will have access to all information,
including data that is automatically archived in the controller during Internet
connection problems.
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KORF KONTROLLE DISPATCHING
SERVICE

MONITOR THE WORK OF THE MAINTENANCE
SERVICE:

>>monitoring the correctness of service performance*
>>monitoring operating errors*
RESULT:
the equipment operates reliably and
accurately according to design parameters.
ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES:

>>processing signals from other building engineering systems
(water supply, heating, perimeter security, etc.)

EVERYTHING IS UNDER
CONTROL

CONTROL YOUR ENERGY CONSUMPTION:

>>analysis of optimal operating modes relative to daily planned
schedules at the end of each month

>>> analysis of the climatic system operation when converted to
winter and summer mode (twice a year)

>>> informing about the results and issuing recommendations*
>>> energy efficiency advice (four times a year, for each
season)*

RESULT:
equipment is utilised optimally and energy
costs are reduced.

Bonuses
When purchasing equipment with
the KORF Kontrolle service package,
you receive an extended five-year
warranty and a 20% discount on
service.
Two additional years of warranty service could be a
significant saving. You can also receive an extended
warranty free of charge by training your service engineers
at KORF or by entering into a contract for supervision,
commissioning or servicing with an authorised KORF
service centre.

>>integration of third-party equipment***

5
20%

1

5-YEAR WARRANTY

20% DISCOUNT AT AN AUTHORISED KORF CENTRE ON SERVICE
AND EMERGENCY VISITS

1 FREE EMERGENCY
TECHNICIAN’S VISIT IN THE FIRST
YEAR

* Free in the first year of service.
** For local service — conventionally, for cloud service — with the use of additional
equipment (paid separately).
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AUTOMATION AND
DISPATCHING

WE WORK IN
A BROAD RANGE OF
TEMPERATURES

KORF REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT IS MADE
IN RUSSIA, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE
PECULIARITIES OF THE RUSSIAN CLIMATE.
OUR WATER-COOLING MACHINES, AS WELL
AS COMPRESSION AND CONDENSING UNITS,
OPERATE STABLY IN A WIDE RANGE OF OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURES.

7
REFRIGERATION
EQUIPMENT
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REFRIGERATION
EQUIPMENT

ХХХХХХХХХХ ХХХХХХХХХХХХХХ
COMPRESSION
AND CONDENSING UNITS
Ххххххх хххххххххххх
WATER-COOLING
MACHINES
ХХХХХХ (CHILLERS)

HSE chillers to be operated with external condenser
>> Refrigerant: freon R410A.

>> Three-phase scroll compressors with
crankcase heating and integrated motor
overload protection.

>> 14 chiller models with capacities from
43 to 245 kW.

CONDENSING UNIT.
WATER-COOLING MACHINES (CHILLERS)

>> Testing of all chiller operating
conditions on the unique high-precision
factory test stand.

>> A large number of adjustment steps.
>> The possibility of combining up to six
modules in one set.

CONDENSING UNITS
>> Refrigerant: freon R410A
>> 27 standard sizes.
>> Capacity: from 2 to 255 kW.
>> Single-circuit (up to 60 kW) and doublecircuit (over 60 kW) models.
>> The operating ambient air temperature
range is from +5 °C to +43 °C.

>> Aluminium microchannel condenser
(KSK 002-018) or copper tube heat
exchanger with aluminium plate fins
(KSK 020-260D).

Cooling capacity range

>> Rotary compressors (in KSK 002-018
models). Scroll compressors (in KSK 020260D models).

LBE 270-1100 chillers to be operated with external condensers

50

100

150

>> 14 chiller models with capacities from
200 to 1,053 kW.

Cooling capacity range

0

50

0

150

200

>> Uniform accumulation of running time
and stable operation of the compressors.

>> Intended for installation in a heated
room.

kW

250

>> A large number of refrigeration
capacity adjustment steps, no need for a
storage vessel.

>> The range of condensation temperatures
is from +30 to +60 °C.

>> BMS building management system
connectivity: Ethernet, BACnet/IP,
LonWorks, RS 485 (Modbus).

>> Liquid temperature: from +5 to +32 °C.

HSA air-cooled chillers

>> Two independent cooling circuits.

>> Refrigerant: freon R410A.
>> The operating ambient air temperature
range is from +5 °C to +44 °C.
>> 14 chiller models with capacities from
43 to 245 kW.

>> The possibility of connecting to the
dispatching system of the building.

Cooling capacity range

>> Testing of all chiller operating
conditions on the unique high-precision
factory test stand.
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>> Refrigerant: freon R407C.

Cooling capacity range

>> 12 chiller models with capacities from
47 to 200 kW.
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700

800
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1100 kW

>> Additional equipment with a remote
control panel.
>> BMS building management system
connectivity: Ethernet, BACnet/IP,
LonWorks, RS 485 (Modbus).

>> The operating ambient air temperature
range is from +15 °C to +40 °C.

kW

250

600

НВН chillers with water-cooled condenser

>> The possibility of combining up to six
modules in one set.

0

kW

250

>> One common water circuit.

>> Refrigerant: freon R410A.

100

200

>> A large number of adjustment steps.

Cooling capacity range

LBA 270-1100 chillers with air-cooled condenser
>> 14 chiller models with capacities from
284 to 1,074 kW.
>> Refrigerant: freon R410A.

>> A large number of adjustment steps.

0

>> Use of highly efficient microchannel
condenser heat exchangers.

40

80

120

160

kW

200

LBH 320-1100 chillers with water-cooled condenser

>> The operating ambient air temperature
range is from +20 °C to +43 °C (when the
PR option is set from +5 to +43 °C).

>> 11 chiller models with capacities from 200 to 1,000 kW.
>> Refrigerant: freon R410A.
>> A large number of refrigeration capacity adjustment steps, no need for a storage
vessel.

Cooling capacity range

Cooling capacity range
0
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400

500
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800

900

1000
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0
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REFRIGERATION
EQUIPMENT

ХХХХХХХХХХ ХХХХХХХХХХХХХХ
COMPRESSION
AND CONDENSING UNITS
Ххххххх хххххххххххх
WATER-COOLING
MACHINES
ХХХХХХ

External condensers to be operated with HSE chillers

KSM external hydraulic modules

>> Version type: cooling only.

Advantages:

Two version types:

>> Type of condenser: with horizontal air
discharge (flat) and vertical air discharge
(V-shaped).

>> High performance with low air
consumption.

— with one circulation pump,

>> Refrigerant: freon R410A.
>> 15 models specially designed to be
operated simultaneously with HSE
chillers.
>> Economical and efficient operation
under various environmental conditions.
>> The optimal solution for noise-toperformance ratio.

— with two circulation pumps (one —
main, the other — backup; operated
alternately per operating time).

>> Quiet operation.
>> Reduction in the internal volume of the
circuit and the amount of refrigerant.

>> The temperature range of the pumped
liquid: from 0 to +80 °C.
>> Available static pressure up to 400 kPa.

>> Permissible glycol content in the
cooling agent mixture is 40% (in the
standard version).

>> The heat exchanger attachment
system ensures complete protection of
pipes and lamellas during transportation,
installation and operation of external
condensers.
>> Maximum permissible operating
pressure in the heat exchanger is 30 bar.

>> Maximum ambient temperature: up to
+40 °C.

>> Installation of one hydraulic module
per set of HSA and HSE modular chillers.

Fan coil lines

KVD dry coolers to be operated with НВН chillers
>> Dry cooler type: with horizontal air
discharge (flat) and vertical air discharge
(V-shaped and flat).
>> Heating agent: water; glycol aqueous
solutions; solutions not aggressive to the
inner surface of heat exchangers.
>> 6 models specially designed to be
operated simultaneously with НВН
chillers.

the hydraulic circuit must be filled with an
inhibited glycol solution of an appropriate
percentage that prevents freezing of
the solution at the lowest possible
temperatures).
>> The optimal solution for noise-toperformance ratio.
>> Low noise and reduced power
consumption during operation.

Serie / Series

EVW-EIW 11÷72

>> Smooth fan rotation speed regulation.

Emissione / Edition

01.16

FAN-COIL UNIT – LOW PRESSURE

>> The ambient operating temperature
range is from -30 °C to +44 °C (if the dry
cooler is used at negative temperatures,

Sostituisce / Supersedes

11.10

Catalogo / Catalogue

DUCTED TYPE

FAN-COIL
EPM 81 UNIT - FLOOR MOUNTED TYPE
Manuale installazione,
uso e manutenzione

FAN-COIL UNIT – DUCTED TYPE

Installation,
use and maintenance manual
>> KPW/WB
• Fan coil units •

>> KSF-FKU (up to 30 Pa)

>> KVW
and KIW •
• Ventilconvettori

>> Cooling capacity from 2.1 to 10.8 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 1.3 to 7.3 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 4.6 to 42.8 kW

WATER COIL CASSETTE UNIT (2 WAY)

WATER COIL CASSETTE UNIT (4 WAY)

FAN-COIL UNIT - WALL MOUNTED TYPE

>> KF

>> KTW/WB

>> KHW/EC

>> Cooling capacity from 2.8 to 10 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 3.1 to 7.9 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 2.1 to 5.4 kW

EVW-EIW

KVP external hydraulic modules to be operated with НВН chillers
>> 12 models of external hydraulic
modules.
>> Maximum ambient temperature: up to
+40 °C.
>> The temperature range of the pumped
liquid: from 0 to +80 °C.

Optional accessories:
— expansion vessel;
— shut-off valves before and after each
pump;
— strainer for each pump;

>> Two independent hydraulic circuits
(consumer and dry cooler circuits).

— automatic air vent valve;

>> Complete set with one or two pumps.

— backstroke valve.

>> Available static pressure up to 450 kPa.
>> Compact design — possibility to
move chillers through standard door
openings: width is only 0.77 m and
maximum height is 1.8 m.
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REFRIGERATION
EQUIPMENT

ХХХХХХХХХХ
PRECISION
AIR
ХХХХХХХХХХХХХХ
CONDITIONER
Ххххххх хххххххххххх
Technical
specifications
ХХХХХХ

PRECISION AIR CONDITIONER
General description and purpose

Functional and design features

Precision air-conditioners are designed
to maintain the microclimate parameters
(temperature, relative humidity) in rooms
with predominantly clear heat fluxes,
as well as with short-term presence of
people (the air-conditioner operates with
100% recirculated air without admixture
of fresh air) or long presence of people
together with a supply and exhaust
ventilation system.

>> Stepped control of cooling capacity
(from one to four steps depending on the
model).

Such premises may include Internet
provider server rooms, computer rooms,
telephone communication stations,
data transfer and processing centres,
surgical, operating and other premises
with medical equipment, technical
control rooms, various laboratories, as
well as museums, art galleries, archives,
libraries, etc.

>> Built-in winter start-up elements for
models with a built-in cooling machine.

>> Motor wheel design fan: a wheel with
backward curved blades is driven by a
motor equipped with thermal switches
to protect against overheating and has a
constant speed.
>> Air filter class G4.

>> The drip pan for collection and removal
of condensate from the evaporator.

Air processing options:
— cooling;
— heating;

>>3 levels of high pressure
protection

>>2 levels of low pressure protection

>> Drainage system for a steam humidifier
made of copper tubes (no damage when
transporting water with a temperature of
≈90÷95 °C).
>> Built-in differential pressure sensor for
monitoring filter clogging.
>> Possibility of integrating into the
dispatching system via ModBus (TCP/IP),
ModBus (RS-485).

>>100% protection against evaporator freezing

>> condensation pressure
adjustment via a three-way valve
for W version

Accuracy of maintaining
parameters:
— temperature: +/-0.5 °C at 25 °C, +/-1 °C
in the range of -10÷60 °C;
— relative humidity: +/-3% at 25 °С / 50%,
+/-6% in the range of - 20÷70 °C.
>> Stepped controlled electric heater with
overheating protection.

— humidification.

>> a drainage line made of copper pipe that can
withstand the hot water temperature when
flushing the steam humidifier
>> an extended drip pan for
collecting and removing
condensate

>> built-in receiver and cold start elements for
A, W versions

Available options
>> heat- and noise-insulated housing

>> Air flap for horizontal mounting.

>> removable panels on each side for
ease of maintenance

>> Air flap for vertical mounting on a box
or air distribution support (with a section
height of 310 mm).
>> 250–550 mm support frame.
>> Air distribution box with 400 mm grille.

>> Air distribution support with 500 mm
grille.

>> A pump to drain condensate/discharge
water from the steam humidifier.

>> Sensor for water leakage from the
hydraulic system of the steam humidifier
installed around the circumference of
the air conditioner.

>> External control panel.

Available versions

>> housing made of galvanised steel with
RAL 7024 powder coating

T–
frontal suction,
exhaust upwards
>> G4 air filter with clogging sensor

90

B–
suction from above,
exhaust downwards

>> removable base panels for relocation at
the site
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A–
air conditioner to be
operated with external
condenser

W–
air conditioner with a
water-cooled condenser
to be operated with a dry
cooler

CH –
air conditioner to
be operated with
a chiller
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ХХХХХХХХХХ ХХХХХХХХХХХХХХ
Ххххххх хххххххххххх ХХХХХХ

WE CONTINUE
TO HONE OUR
SKILLS

THE NEW PRODUCT LINE OF KORF HiTech
eVI MULTI-ZONE SYSTEMS PREMIERED IN
2019, BUT MANY CUSTOMERS HAVE ALREADY
APPRECIATED ITS FLEXIBILITY, LIGHTNESS AND
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY.

8
VRF SYSTEMS
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8

MULTI-ZONE
SYSTEMS

OUTDOOR UNITS
Advantages of the new product line

KORF MULTI-ZONE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
The most perfect and flexible way to
create a comfortable indoor climate is
air conditioning systems with Variable
Refrigerant Flow (VRF). Such systems are
easy to operate, energy-efficient and
easy to install. They have a long service
life and at the same time do not require
high operating costs.

New KORF HiTech EVI product line advantages

HiTech MINI outdoor units
>> Compact units in a housing with frontal air discharge (1 and 2 fans)
>> Cooling and heating
>> Capacity from 8 to 33.5 kW

85 Pа

>>DC-inverter fan motor provides low
noise and high efficiency.

>>Adjustable static pressure for the
outdoor unit fan. The possibility
of installing outdoor units on the
service floor or in service rooms. The
maximum external static pressure
is 85 Pa.

>>Refrigerant charge diagnostics
allows seeing the correct refrigerant
charge for the system using codes on
the host board display.
5
4
3

3,95
3,72

3,93

3,83

4,27

3,72

3,61

3,70

3,69

3,52

3,50

10

12,5

14

16

3,56
3,47

4,21

3,32

3,85

3,45

3,37

26

28

4,17
3,54

2

KORF HiTech MINI EER and СОР
energy efficiency coefficients

1
8

18

22,4

33,5

HiTech EVI outdoor units
>> Outdoor units with capacity from 25.2 to 61.5 kW
>> Cooling and heating
>> Maximum combination — 4 units with capacity of up to 246 kW
>> New inverter compressor with Enhanced Vapor Injection technology
>> Fans with inverter actuator (DC-inverter)
>> The total generating capacity of the indoor units can be increased to 135%
6

5,50

5,35

5
4

4,72

4,54

5,09
4,20

4,60
4,01

3

4,59
3,72

4,71
3,98

4,43
3,82

3,76

Operating temperature range
KORF HiTECH EVI systems can operate in
cooling mode at outdoor temperatures
between -5 and +55 °C and in heating
mode at outdoor temperatures between
-30 and +30 °C.

1
25,2

28

33,5

40

45

EER in cooling mode

50

56

>>EVI technology (Enhanced Vapour
Injection) in low-temperature
conditions, when the system produces
heat, allows consistent performance
and increased energy efficiency ratio.

4,12

2

KORF HiTech EVI EER and СОР
energy efficiency coefficients

>>Cooling the freon heat exchanger
control board to ensure stable
operation of outdoor units at high
temperatures.

61,5

СОР in heating mode

To operate in cooling mode at an outdoor
temperature of -50 °C, outdoor units
must be equipped with SNW kits.
Heating

Cooling

HiTech R outdoor units
–5 °С

>> Outdoor units with capacity from 25.2 to 45.0 kW

+55 °С

>> Heat recovery units, simultaneous cooling and heating operation
>> Maximum combination — 4 units with capacity of up to 180 kW

–30 °С

+30 °С

>> Compressors and fans with inverter actuator (DC-inverter)
>> Improved economy characteristics
>> The total generating capacity of the indoor units can be increased to 135%
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MULTI-ZONE
SYSTEMS

INDOOR UNITS
Connection kit for supply units.
Individual and group control panels. Dispatching system.
Product line of indoor units

Product line of indoor units

Connection kit for supply units

УАВЛЕˆЕ
Сòàíäàðò
åñïðîâîäíîå

УАВЛЕˆЕ
Žïöèß

åñïðîâîäíîå

DIRECT EXPANSION UNIT
WALL TYPE

ðîâîäíîå

Сòàíäàðò

DIRECT EXPANSION CASSETTE
UNIT (1 WAY)

DIRECT EXPANSION
CASSETTE UNIT (4 WAY)

Žïöèß

Цåíòðàëèçîâàííîå
åñïðîâîäíîå åñïðîâîäíîå

ðîâîäíîå

Цåíòðàëèçîâàííîå

DIRECT EXPANSION
CASSETTE UNIT (4 WAY)
360 DISTRIBUTION

УАВЛЕˆЕ
Сòàíäàðò
åñïðîâîäíîå

Žïöèß
åñïðîâîäíîå

ðîâîäíîå

Цåíòðàëèçîâàííîå

Advantages
>> The device ensures the connection of supply-side evaporators to the outdoor units of
VRF systems.
>> Thanks to the extensive length of the pipelines, the systems make it possible to
replace the compressor air and condensate unit.
>> Several sets can be connected to one system
>> Several connection kits can be installed on one system together with the indoor units.

Individual control panels
>> Setting the temperature.

Wireless remote
control

>> KF-IW

>> KF-IX

>> KF-IS

>> KF-ICR

>> Cooling capacity from 2.2 to
7.1 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 4.5 to
16 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 2.2 to
4.5 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 4.5 to
16 kW

DIRECT EXPANSION UNIT
FOOR-TO-CEILING TYPE

DIRECT EXPANSION UNIT
FLOOR TYPE - IN CASE

DIRECT EXPANSION UNIT
FLOOR TYPE - WITHOUT CASE

Wired remote control

>> Setting the operating mode.
>> Setting the fan speed.
>> Two-way data transmission. The operating parameters
of the indoor unit (fault code, temperature, address) are
displayed on the controller screen.
>> Compact version.

Standard

>> Timer.

Touch screen
(optional)

Group control panels
>> Easy installation. The controller is connected to outdoor units.
>> The controller can be installed after finishing work is completed.
>> A single controller can control up to 64 indoor units.

>> KF-IX

>> KF-FPL

>> KF-FL

>> Cooling capacity from 4.5 to
16 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 2.2 to
8 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 2.2 to
8 kW

DIRECT EXPANSION UNIT
DUCT TYPE - LOW PRESSURE

DIRECT EXPANSION UNIT
DUCT TYPE - MID PRESSURE

DIRECT EXPANSION UNIT
DUCT TYPE - HIGH PRESSURE

>> KF-IM (up to 30 Pa)

>> KF-IH (30–70 Pa)

>> KF-IU (up to 150 Pa)

>> Cooling capacity from 2.2 to
7.1 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 7.1 to
15 kW

>> Cooling capacity from 7.1 to
56 kW

>> Blocking of switching the current mode of the indoor unit.
>> Blocking of individual control panels.

KF-CRC

KF-CRC-TS

>> Built-in timer.

Dispatching system
>> Metering of electricity consumption.
>> Preparation of reports on the system operation.
>> Operation schedule management.
>> Possible connection of up to 1,024 indoor units.
BACnet gateway

96

NCC gateway

Modbus gateway
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WE HAVE SET
THE BAR HIGH

CUSTOMERS TRUST THE KORF BRAND
AND ARE CONFIDENT IN THE QUALITY
OF OUR EQUIPMENT. FOR US, QUALITY IS
THE MOST IMPORTANT CRITERION FOR
SUCCESS AND THE MAIN GOAL OF ANY
INVESTMENT

9
PORTFOLIO

9

PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

MAIN EMERGENCY RESCUE STATION

EQUIPMENT:

ALYKEL AIRPORT

EQUIPMENT:

Vnukovo village, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Norilsk, Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia

>> central air conditioners
>> duct equipment

KURUMOCH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

EQUIPMENT:

ASTANA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TERMINAL

EQUIPMENT:

Samara, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Nur-Sultan, Republic of Kazakhstan

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

100

>> duct equipment
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9

PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

KHOVRINO TRANSPORT INTERCHANGE HUB

EQUIPMENT:

RIVER STATION

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Krasnoyarsk, Russia

>> chillers
>> hydraulic modules
>> central air conditioners

RUDNEVO ELECTRIC ENGINE HOUSE

EQUIPMENT:

LA SALUTE FITNESS AND WELLNESS CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> refrigeration equipment
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9

PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

CSKA STADIUM

EQUIPMENT:

SNEGIRI HEALTH COMPLEX SPORTS AND RECREATION CENTRE EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Rozhdestvenno Village, Istrinsky District,
Moscow Region, Russia

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> refrigeration equipment

>> central air conditioners
>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> refrigeration equipment

SPORTS AND RECREATION CENTRE WITH POOL AND ICE RINK

EQUIPMENT:

KRYSTALL ARENA ICE PALACE

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Krasnoyarsk, Russia

>> duct equipment and automation

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> refrigeration equipment
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

ACADEMY OF MARTIAL ARTS

EQUIPMENT:

M-1 ARENA MULTIFUNCTIONAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

Ryazan

>> duct equipment and automation

Saint Petersburg, Russia

>> central air conditioners
>> duct equipment

PLATINUM ARENA KRASNOYARSK MULTIFUNCTIONAL SPORTS
AND ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX WITH ICE ARENA

EQUIPMENT:

STATE OLYMPIC RESERVE HOCKEY COLLEGE SPORTS COMPLEX EQUIPMENT:

>> central air conditioners

Yaroslavl, Russia

Krasnoyarsk, Russia

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> refrigeration equipment

>> compression and condensing units
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>> central air conditioners
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

DATSYUK-ARENA SPORTS COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

LENTA HYPERMARKET

EQUIPMENT:

Yekaterinburg, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Tarasovka Village, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> refrigeration equipment

GUM TRADING HOUSE

EQUIPMENT:

LEROY MERLIN SHOPPING CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Istra, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

108

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> refrigeration equipment

>> refrigeration equipment
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

RADUZHNY SHOPPING MALL

EQUIPMENT:

DOLGOOZERNY SHOPPING CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

Osinovo Village, Zelenodolsky District,
Republic of Tatarstan

>> central air conditioners

Saint Petersburg, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> fire dampers

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> fire dampers

VIKONDA SHOPPING MALL

EQUIPMENT:

APORT-MALL SHOPPING CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

Rybinsk, Yaroslavl Region, Russia

>> chiller with external condenser

Istra, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> fan coils
>> central air conditioners
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> fire dampers
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

KOSMOS SHOPPING MALL

EQUIPMENT:

TOPOL SHOPPING CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

Chelyabinsk, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Ivanovo, Russia

>> compression and condensing units

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> fire dampers

NIKOLSKAYA PLAZA SHOPPING CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

SMOLENSKIY BUSINESS CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> duct equipment

Saint Petersburg, Russia

>> central air conditioners
>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> fire dampers
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

POBEDA PLAZA SHOPPING MALL

EQUIPMENT:

GRINADA RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

Saratov, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> fire dampers

>> fire dampers

MARYINA ROSHCHA RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

PRESNYA CITY RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

114

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> fire dampers

>> fire dampers
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

LENINGRADSKIY RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

LOOK RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

Khimki, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Saint Petersburg, Russia

>> ANR and UTR central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> fire dampers

>> fire dampers

PARK RUBLYOVO RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

ZHERUYYK RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

Krasnogorsk, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Almaty, Republic of Kazakhstan

>> air-cooled condenser chillers

>> duct equipment

>> central air conditioners

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> duct equipment

>> fire dampers

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> fire dampers
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

FLOTILIYA RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

UTESOV RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> fire dampers

>> fire dampers

IQ-KVARTAL MULTIFUNCTIONAL COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

BOLSHEVIK FACTORY

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> compression and condensing units
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

KYZYL PRESIDENTIAL CADET SCHOOL

EQUIPMENT:

Kyzyl, Republic of Tyva

EQUIPMENT:

>> central air conditioners

MOSCOW CHILDREN’S MUSICAL THEATRE UNDER THE
DIRECTION OF GENNADY CHIKHACHEV

>> duct equipment

Moscow, Russia

>> duct equipment

>> central air conditioners

>> smoke exhaust systems

>> smoke exhaust systems

>> fire dampers

>> fire dampers

SFU MFC

EQUIPMENT:

SAIC TU MUSEUM COMPLEX NAMED AFTER I. YA. SLOVTSOV

EQUIPMENT:

Krasnoyarsk, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Tyumen, Russia

>> air-cooled condenser chiller, fan coils

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> fire dampers

>> fire dampers
>> multi-zone systems
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

S. M. KIROV MILITARY MEDICAL
ACADEMY

EQUIPMENT:

Saint Petersburg, Russia

>> duct equipment

>> air-cooled condenser chiller, fan coils,
hydraulic module

>> central air conditioners
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

SALUTE CINEMA

EQUIPMENT:

Stavropol, Russia

>> central air conditioners
>> duct equipment

>> plate heat exchangers

>> fire dampers

MAIN ADMIRALTY

EQUIPMENT:

DUCATI CULTURAL AND LEISURE CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

Saint Petersburg, Russia

>> ANR and UTR central air conditioners

Belgorod, Russia

>> air-cooled condenser chiller

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust systems
>> fire dampers
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

SMOLNY INSTITUTE OF NOBLE MAIDENS

EQUIPMENT:

MECHNIKOV NORTH-WEST STATE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY

EQUIPMENT:

Saint Petersburg, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Saint Petersburg, Russia

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> fire dampers

SARATOV ACADEMIC OPERA AND BALLET THEATRE

EQUIPMENT:

PERINATAL CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

Saratov, Russia

>> compression and condensing units

Yakutsk, Republic of Sakha

>> medical type central air conditioners
>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> fire dampers
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

RENAULT RUSSIA CJSC

EQUIPMENT:

PROMTEKH-DUBNA CJSC

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

EQUIPMENT:

>> central air conditioners

PERM SCIENTIFIC-INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENT MAKING
COMPANY (PNPPK PJSC)

>> duct equipment

Perm, Perm Krai, Russia

>> duct equipment

MOON FURNITURE FACTORY

EQUIPMENT:

Noginsk, Moscow Region, Russia

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

PERM MOTOR PLANT OJSC

EQUIPMENT:

KHIMPROM PJSC

EQUIPMENT:

Perm, Perm Krai, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Novocheboksarsk, Chuvash Republic, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> refrigeration equipment

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL PETROCHEMICAL TECHNOPARK IN
ATYRAU REGION

EQUIPMENT:

SEVER INDUSTRIAL PARK

EQUIPMENT:

>> central air conditioners

Peshkovskoe Village, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Atyrau, Republic of Kazakhstan

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> refrigeration equipment
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

KALASHNIKOV CONCERN JSC

EQUIPMENT:

Izhevsk, Russia

>> central air conditioners

LUKOILNIZHEGORODNEFTEORGSINTEZ
PLANT

EQUIPMENT:

>> refrigeration equipment

Kstovo, Nizhny Novgorod Region,
Russia

>> smoke exhaust and automation
systems, fire dampers

UFA X5 DISTRIBUTION CENTRE

EQUIPMENT:

PLANT FOR THE PRODUCTION OF INSULATION MATERIALS

EQUIPMENT:

Ufa, Republic of Bashkortostan, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Pavlovskaya Sloboda Village, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> ANR and UTR central air conditioners,
duct equipment

>> explosion-proof equipment
>> precision air conditioners of our own
production
>> steam humidifiers

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> refrigeration equipment
>> bactericidal filtration system
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

KAZAN HELICOPTER PLANT

EQUIPMENT:

SEVERSTAL CHEREPOVETS METALLURGICAL PLANT

EQUIPMENT:

Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Cherepovets, Vologda Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> refrigeration equipment

AVTOVAZ PJSC

EQUIPMENT:

Togliatti, Samara Region, Russia

EQUIPMENT:

>> central air conditioners

NSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU NAMED AFTER ACADEMICIAN
A. G. SHIPUNOV

>> duct equipment

Tula, Tula Region, Russia

>> duct equipment

>> central air conditioners

>> multi-zone systems
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

MAJOR LOGOPARK

EQUIPMENT:

MEDICAL INDUSTRIAL PARK

EQUIPMENT:

Pavlovskaya Sloboda Village, Moscow Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Novosibirsk, Novosibirsk Region, RUSSIA

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
>> refrigeration equipment

KEMZ JSC

EQUIPMENT:

VOTKINSK PLANT JSC

EQUIPMENT:

Kaluga, Kaluga Region, Russia

>> central air conditioners

Votkinsk, Udmurt Republic, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

WILDBERRIES OFFICE SPACE

EQUIPMENT:

RN-ACCOUNTING LLC (ROSNEFT)

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> multi-zone systems

Krasnoyarsk, Russia

>> multi-zone systems
>> UTR central air conditioners

BUTOVO MALL

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow, Russia

>> multi-zone systems

VORONEZH STATE AGRARIAN UNIVERSITY NAMED AFTER
PETER I

EQUIPMENT:
>> multi-zone systems

Voronezh, Russia
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

CENTRE FOR NUCLEAR MEDICINE, RUSNANO

EQUIPMENT:

Togliatti, Russia

EQUIPMENT:

>> UTR central air conditioners

SRETENSKY STAUROPEGIAL MONASTERY, PUBLIC
CHAMBERS

>> duct equipment

Moscow, Russia

>> duct equipment

>> UTR central air conditioners
>> fire dampers

SEVMASH PJSC, SUBMARINE PRODUCTION COMPANY

EQUIPMENT:

Severodvinsk, Russia

EQUIPMENT:

>> ANR central air conditioners

MAJOR REPAIRS OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES OF BOX
ENCLOSURES 1 AND 2 ON THE TERRITORY OF TOZ PJSC

>> duct equipment

Tula, Tula Region, Russia

>> duct equipment

>> ANR and UTR central air conditioners

>> refrigeration equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> smoke exhaust and pressurisation systems

>> refrigeration equipment

>> explosion-proof equipment
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

RADIUS GROUP, YUZHNYE VRATA INDUSTRIAL PARK

EQUIPMENT:

PHOENIX CONTACT PLANT

EQUIPMENT:

Moscow Region, Russia

>> duct equipment, curtains

Stupino, Moscow Region, Russia

>> duct equipment

>> ANR and UTR central air conditioners

>> ANR and UTR central air conditioners

>> refrigeration equipment

>> refrigeration equipment

>> automation

>> automation

U-FLEX PLANT

EQUIPMENT:

RUSSIA — MY HISTORY INTERACTIVE MUSEUM

EQUIPMENT:

Stupino, Moscow Region, Russia

>> duct equipment

Park Pobedy, Pyatigorsk, Stavropol Krai, Russia

>> duct equipment

>> ANR and UTR central air conditioners

>> ANR and UTR central air conditioners

>> refrigeration equipment

>> automation

>> automation
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

CARGILL LLC, PLANT FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MIXED
FODDERS

EQUIPMENT:

CLINIC FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN

EQUIPMENT:

>> central air conditioners

Moscow, Russia

>> multi-zone systems

Efremov, Tula region, Russia

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

SAMARKAND AUTOMOBILE FACTORY

EQUIPMENT:

ARMEGA HOTEL AND RESTAURANT

EQUIPMENT:

Samarkand, Republic of Uzbekistan

>> central air conditioners

Moscow, Russia

>> multi-zone systems

>> duct equipment
>> smoke exhaust and automation systems
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PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

RUSSIAN CENTRE FOR FLEXIBLE ELECTRONICS

EQUIPMENT:

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF THE REPUBLIC OF TATARSTAN

EQUIPMENT:

2A Promyshlennaya St., Troitsk, Moscow, Russia

>> central air conditioners

5 Teatralnaya Street, Kazan, Russia

>> central air conditioners

>> duct equipment

>> duct equipment

>> smoke exhaust and automation systems

>> automation

ALEKSEEVSKAYA BUSINESS COMPLEX

EQUIPMENT:

Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

>> multi-zone systems

THE LARGEST SWIMMING POOL IN THE CITY, DELFIN IS
ALSO A NIZHNY NOVGOROD REGIONAL SPORTS SCHOOL OF
OLYMPIC RESERVE

EQUIPMENT:

2 Tvardovsky St., Moscow, Russia

>> fire dampers

>> central air conditioners
>> duct equipment
>> non-standard automation switchboards
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The prefixes to form multiples and fractional units

Units of pressure

PREFIX

DESIGNATION

MULTIPLIER

PREFIX

DESIGNATION

MULTIPLIER

ATM

MM HG

MBAR

BAR

PASCAL

INCH H2O

INCH HG

Tera

t

10 12

Deci

d

10-1

atm

1

760

1013.25

1.0132

101325

406.781

29.9213

Giga

G

109

Centi

c

10-2

inch Hg

0.0013158

1

1.33322

0.001333

133.322

0.53524

0.03937

Mega

М

106

Milli

m

10-3

Kilo

k

10

3

mbar

0.0009869

0.750062

1

0.001

100

0.401463

0.02953

Micro

µ

10

bar

0.9869

750.062

1000

1

100000

401.463

29.53

Hecto

H

102

Nano

n

10-9

pascal

0.0000099

0.007501

0.01

0.00001

1

0.004015

0.0002953

Deca

da

10 1

Pico

p

10-12

inch H2O

0.0024583

1.86832

2.49089

0.002491

249.089

1

0.073556

inch Hg

0.033421

25.4

33.8639

0.0338639

3386.39

13.5951

1

-6

Units of volume flow rate

AIR type asynchronous fan motor speed depending on the number of poles
NUMBER OF POLES

ROTATION FREQUENCY, RPM

NUMBER OF POLES

ROTATION FREQUENCY, RPM

8

750

2

3000

10

600

4

1500

12

500

6

1000

Recommended air speeds for civil and public buildings
VENTILATION SYSTEM ELEMENT

LITRE/HOUR

M 3/SEC

M 3/H

CFM

FT 3/H

litre/sec

1

3600

0.001

3.6

2.118882

127.133

litre/hour

0.000278

1

-

0.001

0.000588

0.035315

m3/sec

1000

3600000

1

3600

2118.88

127133

m3/h

0.277778

1000

0.000278

1

0.588578

35.3147

CFM

0.471947

1699.017

0.000472

1.699017

1

60

ft3/h

0.007866

28.3168

-

0.028317

0.016667

1

Units of power
VENTILATION
NATURAL

MECHANICAL

Air intake blinds

0,5 ÷ 1

2÷4

Plenum shaft ducts

1,0 ÷ 2

2÷6

Horizontal collecting ducts

0,5 ÷ 1

5÷8

Vertical ducts*

0,6 ÷ 1

2,1 ÷ 5

0,2 ÷ 0,5

0,2 ÷ 0,5

Supply grilles at the ceiling

0,5 ÷ 1

1÷3

Exhaust grilles

0,5 ÷ 1

1,5 ÷ 3

Ventilating shafts

1 ÷ 1,5

3÷6

Supply grilles at the floor

LITRE/SEC

BTU/H

W

KCAL/H

KW

BTU/H

1

0.293071

0.251996

0.000293

W

3.41214

1

0.859845

0.001

kcal/h

3.96832

1.163

1

0.001163

kW

3412.14

1000

859.845

1

Units of energy

* For the upper floor ducts with natural draft: for the upper floor, 0.6 m/sec should
be taken, for each lower floor, this speed should be increased by 0.1 m/sec, but
not more than 1 m/sec.

BTU

THERM

J

KJ

CAL

BTU

1

0.00001

1055.06

1.055

251.996

Therm

100000

1

-

105500

25199600

J

0.00094

-

1

0.001

0.2388

KJ

0.9478

0.000009478

1000

1

238.85

kcal

0.0039683

0.0039683х10-5

4.1868

-

1

Units of speed: 1 m/s = 3.6 km/h; 1 km/h = 0.2778 m/s
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Choice of pipe diameter or heat pump capacity by heat output depending on the water flow rate
(flow rate in a pipe) at ΔT = 20 °C

PIPE DIAMETER,
MM

10

12

15

20

25

32

40

50

70

100

148

FLOW RATE, M/S

Parameter ratio of diameters of water and gas pipes, seamless pipes
and polymer pipes
NOMINAL SIZE (DY), MM

THREAD (G), INCH

10

(DH), MM
STEEL WATER AND GAS PIPE

SEAMLESS

POLYMER

3/8

17

16

16

15

1/2

21,3

20

20

0,1

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8

0,9

1,0

1,1

ΔW, Вт

639

1277

1916

2555

3193

3832

4471

5109

5748

6387

7025

20

3/4

26,8

26

25

Q, кг/час

27

55

82

110

137

165

192

220

247

275

302

25

1

33,5

32

32

ΔW, Вт

920

1839

2759

3679

4598

5518

6438

7358

8277

9197

10 117

32

1 1/4

42,3

42

40

Q, кг/час

40

79

119

158

198

237

277

316

356

395

435

40

1 1/2

48

45

50

ΔW, Вт

1437

2874

4311

5748

7185

8622

10 059

11 496

12 933

14 370

15 807

50

2

60

57

63

65

2 1/2

75,5

76

75

Q, кг/час

62

124

185

247

309

371

433

494

556

618

680

80

3

88,5

89

90

ΔW, Вт

2555

5109

7664

10 219

12 774

15 328

17 883

20 438

22 992

25 547

28 102

90

3 1/2

101,3

102

110

Q, кг/час

110

220

330

439

549

659

769

879

989

1099

1208

100

4

114

108

125

ΔW, Вт

3992

7983

11 975

15 967

19 959

23 950

27 942

31 934

35 926

39 917

43 909

125

5

140

133

140

150

6

165

159

160

Q, кг/час

172

343

515

687

858

1030

1202

1373

1545

1716

1888

ΔW, Вт

6540

13 080

19 620

26 160

32 700

39 240

45 870

52 320

58 860

65 401

71 941

Q, кг/час

281

562

844

1125

1406

1687

1969

2250

2531

2812

3093

ΔW, Вт

10 219

20 438

30 656

40 875

51 094

61 313

71 532

81 751

91 969

102 188

112 407

Q, кг/час

439

879

1318

1758

2197

2636

3076

3515

3955

4394

4834

ΔW, Вт

15 967

31 934

47 901

63 868

79 835

95 802

111 768

127 735

143 702

159 669

Q, кг/час

687

1373

2060

2746

3433

4120

4806

5493

6179

ΔW, Вт

31 295

62 590

93 855

125 181

156 476

187 771

219 066

250 361

Q, кг/час

1346

2691

4037

5383

6729

8074

9420

10 766

ΔW, Вт

63 868

127 735

191 603

25 5471

447 074

510 941

Q, кг/час

2746

5493

8239

10 985

19 224

21 971

319 338 383 206
13 732

16 478

Table of conversion of copper pipe diameters from inches to millimetres
INCHES

ROUNDED OUTER DIAMETER, MM

OUTER DIAMETER, MM

WALL THICKNESS, MM

1/4

6

6,35

0,61 (0,76)

3/8

10

9,525

0,71 (0,81)

175 636

1/2

12

12,7

0,89

6866

7552

5/8

16

15,875

0,89 (1,02)

281 656

312 952

344 247

3/4

18

19,05

1,02 (1,07)

12 111

13 457

14 803

7/8

22

22,23

1,07 (1,14)

1 1/8

28

28,58

1,02 (1,14)

702 544

1 1/8

28

28,58

1,27

30 210

1 3/8

35

34,93

1,27 (1,4)

1 5/8

42

41,28

1,27 (1,4) (1,52)

2 1/8

54

53,95

1,40 (1,65) (1,78)

2 5/8

67

66,68

1,52 (2,03)

3 1/8

76

79,38

2,29 (2,5)

4 1/8

104

104,73

2,79

574 809 638 677
24 717

27 463
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G = ρ ∙ L , kg/h

Nheat = (t2 – t1) ∙ Cp ∙

ρ — air density, kg/m3

G
3600

50

00

00

42

00
44

52
00
51
00
50
00
49
00
48
00
47
00
46
00
45
00

00

56
00

54

600
0
58
00

700
0
680
0
660
0
640
0
620
0

750
0

9000
850
0
800
0

1000
0

15000

43

00

%

%

50

40

30

38
0%

6

55

00

37

%

70

, kW

45

00

36

%

80

50

%

00

90

35

%

t1 — incoming air temperature, °С;
t2 — outgoing air temperature, °С;
Cр — average specific heat capacity of air, 1.006 kJ/(kg • °C);
G — mass air flow rate, kg/h.

(in average 1.2 kg/m3 at 20 °C);
L — volume flow rate, m3/h.

g]

%

%

Required power of air heater,
kW:

40

60

/k

20

kJ

00

00

41

00
39
10
%

Mass air flow rate,
kg/h:
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d1 — moisture content of incoming air, g/kg of dry air;
d2 — moisture content of outgoing air, g/kg of dry air;
G — mass air flow rate, kg/h.
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d ∙G +d ∙G
d3 = 1 1 2 2
G1 + G 2

i1 — specific enthalpy of incoming air, kJ/kg;
i2 — specific enthalpy of outgoing air, kJ/kg;
d1 — moisture content of incoming air, g/kg of dry air;
d2 — moisture content of outgoing air, g/kg of dry air.
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i1 ,G1 , d1 — specific enthalpy, mass flow rate and moisture content of
the incoming air flow;

150

0

60

3.0

, kJ/kg

i1 – i2
∙ 1000 , kJ/kg of moisture
d1 – d2

0

i1 ∙ G1 + i2 ∙ G2
i3 =		
G1 + G 2

ε=

5

0

280

65

2.0

Specific enthalpy and moisture content of mixed supply air
(from incoming flow and admixture):

25

5

5.

70

р = 1.2

р = 1.2

Heat and humidity ratio:

0

290

1.5

Mixture:

75

Pn [k, Pa]

20

30

4.5

, kg/h

2.5

25

00

30

1.0

i1 — specific enthalpy of incoming air, kJ/kg;
i2 — specific enthalpy of outgoing air, kJ/kg;
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CONTACTS

OFFICES IN MOSCOW
Central office and warehouse
address: 1 Energetikov Street, Dzerzhinsky, Moscow Region, 140091
tel.: 8 (800) 775 7393 (multi-line)
e-mail: korf@po-korf.ru
http://www.po-korf.ru/
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES
Almaty, Kazakhstan

Yekaterinburg

Nizhny Novgorod

Tyumen

+7 (727) 349-53-63
almaty@po-korf.ru

+7 (343) 273-75-13
ekat@po-korf.ru

+7 (831) 288-06-15
nnov@po-korf.ru

+7 (3452) 51-50-52
tumen@po-korf.ru

Belgorod

Irkutsk

Novosibirsk

Ufa

+7 (4722) 33-57-80
belgorod@po-korf.ru

+7 (902) 566-59-51
irkutsk@po-korf.ru

+7 (383) 211-96-70
novosibirsk@po-korf.ru

+7 (925) 849 20 59
ufa@po-korf.ru

Vladivostok

Kazan

Samara

Chelyabinsk

+7 (4232) 79-56-42
vladivostok@po-korf.ru

+7 (843) 292-12-01
kazan@po-korf.ru

+7 (846) 211-00-63
samara@po-korf.ru

+7 (351) 218-50-58
chelyabinsk@po-korf.ru

Volgograd

Krasnodar

Saint-Petersburg

Khabarovsk

+7 (846) 211-00-63
samara@po-korf.ru

+7 (861) 279-72-02
krasnodar@po-korf.ru

+7 (812) 448-89-22
info@korf.spb.ru

+7 (950) 283-52-83
habarovsk@po-korf.ru

Voronezh

Krasnoyarsk

Saratov

+7 (473) 280-10-18
voronezh@po-korf.ru

+7 (391) 270-99-30
krasnoyarsk@po-korf.ru

+7 (846) 211-00-63
samara@po-korf.ru

Voronezh

Moscow

Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan

Tver

Vent Holding LLC
+7 (473) 247-00-77
info36@vent-h.ru
www.vent-h.ru

INTROVENT LLC
+7 (495) 648-62-68
info@introvent.ru
www.introvent.ru

Partner Engineering LLP
+7 (777) 040-99-12
k.kaliyev@pe.com.kz
www.pe.com.kz

Vent Holding LLC
+7 (4822) 53-45-16
info@vent-h.ru
www.vent-h.ru

Kaliningrad

Troyka LLC

DISTRIBUTORS

Omega Klimat LLC
+7 (4012) 33-67-66
Korf39region@gmail.com

Minsk, Belarus
ToniGroup Private Retail Unitary
Enterprise
+375 (17) 322-0-991
tonigroup@yandex.ru
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+7 (495) 663-90-52
info@td-troyka.ru
www.td-troyka.ru
Vent Holding LLC
+7 (495) 780-76-84
info@vent-h.ru
www.vent-h.ru

Perm
Venterm LLC
+7 (342) 201-08-08
info@venterm.com
www.venterm.com

Tyumen
Titan Trading House LLC
+7 (3452) 48-51-33
titan-tmn@mail.ru

OUR SERVICE PARTNERS

WWW.PO-KORF.RU

